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Abstract
The aim of the present study was to investigate how the impermanence of contract work
affects working lives, self-perceptions and the career strategies of Swedish screenwriters of
finding and keeping work. Furthermore, it also explored how screenwriters experience their
abilities to exercise authorial leverage over media content.
Introducing the concept of “career authoring” to cover different aspects of the professional
lives of screenwriters such as managing a career, establishing authorship and contractual
negotiations, the study was able to embrace various mind-sets and strategies for career
success. Combining ethnographical studies and textual analyses the study was able to
ascertain that the contingency of the Swedish film and television industries necessitates
strategies to cultivate reputations, industrial visibility, consciously receive writing credits and
conform to a traditional division of labour. Moreover, the study illuminated the importance of
contractual negotiations for career success in terms of both retaining and wavering rights to
their work. Strategies for exercising increased authorial leverage were not only confined to
the script, but extended beyond the page, where the latter accentuated processes of
reconfiguring traditional conceptions of screenwriters’ abilities to influence media content.
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1. Introduction
Spending more than half a year in the company of screenwriters in various settings ranging
from participating in a course for the capacity development of entrepreneurial skills to
listening to them talk about their careers, stories of the trade, their ambitions, co-workers,
employers and the film and television industry, resulted in more material than the scope of the
present study was able to present. Being greeted with hospitality and curiosity, it was hardly a
stretch to get them talking; however, it quickly became evident that some were reluctant or
uninterested to reflect on the “business” side of the profession. A previous Swedish study
illustrated how the careers of contemporary screenwriters in Sweden depend on strategies for
always being available for work, creating a wide network of valuable contacts, successfully
pitching ideas and to act professionally in collaborations with producers and directors.1
Consequently, being a screenwriter is not only about writing stories, characters and dialogue,
but also about becoming a self-governed entrepreneur.
To distance oneself from being overly concerned with regarding oneself as an entrepreneur
might be an expression of a lack of interest or a matter of personality. Nonetheless, some were
more straightforward such as Oskar Söderlund, who encompassed many of the traits
discovered:
Every screenwriter has a drawer full of good projects. That is not something that screenwriters
like to talk about, but they actually have […] So, for me it is important to always work and I
have been writing for every single weekday since 2002. […] I actually think pretty much about
what kind of projects I have in my portfolio or whatever the fuck you call it. […] of course you
are guided by what you feel like when you chose projects […] you work on them for so many
years that otherwise it would not be possible. […] but of course, you are building a brand. You
are a brand when you write. […] we are brands even if it sounds depressing. […] Yeah, but we
never want to analyse what we are doing. […] I get it why there are not many who like to talk
about it, but there is something shameful, yeah, a shame to mix the artistic with business. And
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Johan Magnéli, ”Manusförfattare i Sverige – en analys av en ofta bortglömd aktör inom filmskapande: en
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those things, which I think… you know, when you get kids and in the end it is about being able
to make a living and then business becomes a great deal of it.2

Even though opinions and individual career strategies might differ, managing a career as a
screenwriter can be said to be guided by a mind-set which best can be summed up in: “write
or perish.” The entrepreneurial side of the profession is an important aspect that has not
attracted sufficient attention, and, as will be discussed later, is essential for our further
understanding of the conditions of Swedish screenwriters. This study investigates how the
impermanence of contract work affects the working lives, self-perceptions and the career
strategies of Swedish screenwriters of finding and keeping work. Tasked with writing scripts
that are subsequently translated into screen content and often excluded from the production
and postproduction process, screenwriters have been characterised as inherently marginalised
and atomised. Moreover, their work becomes collective when being subjected to comments
and interpretations made by others; consequently, downplaying and denying “claims to
individual creative authorship.”3 Dealing with issues of authorship, this study also aims to
illuminate how screenwriters experience themselves as being able to exercise extended
authorial leverage over media content by becoming a more prominent contributor than
traditional conceptions might encourage.

1.1. Purpose of the study and scholarly significance
Work in the film and television industries is characterised by movement between companies,
the increased validation from market rather than the single employer. The reliance on
reputation and on informal networks of information for gaining knowledge and skills create
different sets of career patterns as workers become more responsible over their own career
futures.4 Therefore, cultural work in the film and television industries is characterised by
insecurity, contingency and risk allocated from companies to the workers themselves.5 As the
notion of careers have changed from careers in single firms they are, thus, more adequately
2
3

Oskar Söderlund, screenwriter, interview, 2015-03-18.
Bridget Conor, Screenwriting: Creative work and professional practice (London: Routledge, 2014), 1.

Candance Jones, ”Careers in Project Networks: The Case of the Swedish Film Industry”, in The Boundryless
Career: A new Employment Principle for a new Organizational Era, ed. by Michael B: Arthur and Denise M.
Rousseau (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 59
5
See Gillian Ursell, “Television Production: Issues of Exploitation, Commodification and Subjectivity in
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As Good As Your Last Job: The Labour Process and Labour Market in the British Film Industry”, Work,
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defined as “the evolving sequence of a person’s work experiences over time”6 and according
to Chris Mathieu, career success consists of either real or perceived achievements that
“individuals have accumulated as a result of their work experience.”7 Perceiving career
success as consisting of objective (observable outcomes such as pay, advancement and
occupational status) and/or subjectively experienced outcomes (job, career or life
satisfaction)8 encourages us to consider how such results are reached.
The purpose of this study is to investigate how the impermanence of contract work affects
working lives, self-perceptions and the career strategies of Swedish screenwriters of finding
and keeping work as well as how they are able to exercise authorial leverage over media
content in their quest for career success. How do they find work? How do they cultivate their
reputations? How do they negotiate with employers? How do they position themselves in
collaborations and in the production process? How are they able to affect film and television
content? Focusing on these questions, this study analyses the strategies screenwriters design
for finding and keeping work. That is, the micro-social realities of how they actualise
themselves in relation to the contingencies of cultural work. Although certain professional
conventions inform them to “know their place” and respect the hierarchies of decision
making, the present study will show that there is an outspoken volition to become a more
authorial contributor in the production of film and television content that encourage various
strategies for screenwriters to achieve that goal. I propose to sum up all of these various
components of managing a successful career in objective and subjective terms by introducing
the concept of “career authoring.” Career authoring will be the guiding concept for this study
insofar as considering the management of a career as a way of “authoring” (this term will be
further explored in subchapter 1.2.). The concept allows us to simultaneous acknowledge
processes of performing approved modes of conduct and reacting against traditional
discourses by expanding notions of approved modes of conduct. What it basically aims to
encompass is performances of re-creating as well as re-configure professional identity for
career success. Not intended to limit itself to undiscriminatingly celebrate the self-realisation
or self-authorship of screenwriters, it is used here as a critical concept that acknowledges the
6

Michael Arthur, Douglas Hall and Barbara Lawrence, eds, “Generating New Directions In Career Theory:
The Case for a Transdisciplinary Approach”, in Handbook of career theory (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 8.

Chris Mathieu, “The Cultural of Production and Career”, in Behind the Screen: Inside European Production
Cultures, ed. by Patrick Vonderau and Petr Szczepanik (New York: Palgrave, 2013), 46.
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Timothy Judge and John Kammeyer-Mueller, “Chapter 4: Personality and Career Success”, in Handbook
of Career Studies, ed. Hugh Gunz and Maury Peiperl (Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publication, 2007), 59.
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weariness of their work, i.e. dealing with high levels of stress, low levels of pay in relation to
the work effort, working on multiple projects simultaneously and the uncertainty of contracted
project based work etc.
In order to more fully conceptualise the impermanence of contracted work and how
screenwriters develop strategies for career success in the cultural industries, this study will
consider how companies exercise their market power over screenwriters by offering
employment and through contractual terms make them conform to industrial needs. As will
become evident, contractual negotiations and conditions are a vital part of the professional
lives of screenwriters and is another entry point into how screenwriters calculate encounters
with employers and collaborators for career success. Strategies for managing contractual
negotiations with employers is arguably an essential feature for career success as it determines
abilities to make a living and to cultivate career advancement by receiving favourable deals.
To understand the complexities of screenwriters' practices and conditions the analysis will
primarily have a micro-social focus, but the experiences and individual careers illuminated in
the present study must also be considered from macro and meso levels of analysis. Presenting
international and national industrial conditions and national funding policies in the
background chapter (see subchapter 2.4) provides an overall understanding of how the film
and television industry is structured and how employment conditions through contractual
agreements are affected (macro), which then can be used to contextualise the analysis. This
study will also take meso level aspects into account by considering the reasoning behind
certain employer practices (as influenced by industrial conditions) of contractual
arrangements. Furthermore, on the same level of analysis the importance of the Writers Guild
of Sweden (Sveriges Dramatikerförbund) need to be considered; their juridical assistance and
commitment to represent the interests of screenwriters in relation to the precariousness of the
cultural industries. As will be further discussed in subchapter 3.1.1., their importance exceeds
juridical matters by also cultivating an ideal conception of “the screenwriter” and tools for
career success; consequently, establishing a sense of normativity to career strategies.
However, the focus of this study will be on the careers of the screenwriters themselves (the
micro level). That is, how they design their career strategies and perceive themselves as
practitioners. By approaching the profession in a multilayer analysis the present study will be
able to contextualize Swedish screenwriters in their national setting and consider the
complexities of screenwriter practices and conditions.

4

My research questions are:
- How do screenwriters author their careers in the face of uncertainty and impermanence of
project based work?
- How can screenwriters exercise authorial leverage over projects and content?
This focus on screenwriters will give further valuable insights into how they manage their
working conditions, exercise influence over media content, how media content is produced
and how screenwriters are affected by and deal with the market power of production
companies through contractual terms. Furthermore, the present study will emphasise that
screenwriters are not merely marginalised practitioners, but can also become influential
practitioners that attempt to re-configure traditional conceptions of what it means to be a
screenwriter.

1.2.Previous research and research gap
Ranging from political economy, sociology of cultural production, cultural studies, critical
media industry studies and other academic fields, publications on production of media as
production cultures from a wide scope of approaches have grown in recent years under the
broad heading of production studies. Several important contributions such as John T.
Caldwell’s much influential Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice
in Film and Television,9 Paul du Gay and Michael Pryke’s Cultural Economy: Cultural
Analysis and Commercial Life10 and anthologies such as The International Encyclopaedia of
Media Studies,11 Vicki Mayer, Miranda Banks and Caldwell’s Production Studies: Cultural
Studies of Media Industries12 and Petr Szczepanik and Patrick Vonderau’s Behind the Screen:

9

John T. Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and Television
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2008).
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(London: SAGE, 2002).
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Vicki Mayer, Miranda Banks and John T. Caldwell, eds., Production Studies: Cultural Studies of Media
Industries (New York: Routledge, 2009).
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Inside European Production Cultures13 give some indication of the growing interest in this
field of research. Often combining ethnographical studies (interviews, site observation and
audience participation together with a critical reflexivity and distance in the analysis) of
professional realities in cultural industries with macro levels of analysis such as political
economic changes, major industrial trends etc. provides context and a broader sense of the
conditions of media production. Research interest range from collaborative and solitary work,
conflicts, rituals, careers, national production systems, problems of work organisation and the
blurring lines between production and consumption. Several studies concerned with such
issues are referenced and mentioned in subchapter 2.1. Caldwell’s critical production studies
approach is considered one of the most important contributions to cultural studies of
production and his approach applies a broad scope of contextualising production cultures.
Even though Caldwell mainly focuses on below the line workers in Los Angeles, he pays
some attention to screenwriters, but focuses on the anxieties, the stress and the industrial
governance (writing by committee) of screenwriting work;14 consequently, overlooking the
gratifying aspects of the profession.
Somewhat recently an international research network of scholars from various fields and
screenwriters turned scholars has been established (Screenwriting Research Network), which
publishes a journal for the research on screenwriting. The bulk of studies have primarily
focused on the processes of screenwriting from theoretical and historical perspectives. For
example: studying conceptions of screenplays, noteworthy individual careers, issues of
screenwriting practice and pedagogy and emphasising the literary qualities of screenplays.
Thus, to some extent often overlooking other practices connected to screenwriters that are
more in line with the more tangible interests of production studies. However, contributors to
the apparently marginal strand in screenwriting research focusing on career strategies,
entrepreneurialism and stressing contemporary issues of power dynamics are most notably

13

Petr Szczepanik and Patrick Vonderau, eds., Behind the Screen: Inside European Production Cultures,
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).
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Caldwell, 2008, 206-208, 211-214.
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Bridget Conor and Eva Novrup Redvall,15 with contributions from William T. Bielby and
Denise D. Bielby,16 and Shawn K. Judge.17
Contributing immensely to our understanding of the profession and entrepreneurial practices
of screenwriters and situating the profession more firmly within the media industries, Conor’s
studies of how the profession in the UK is constructed by cultivation sites such as how-to
manuals and formal screenwriting education and how those discourses affect screenwriter’s
professional lives and careers were the major sources of inspiration for the present study. 18 In
contrast to Caldwell, she emphasises the duality of screenwriting work as characterised by
both trade pain and gratification from work. However, Conor leaves some stones unturned
concerning the development of strategies for career success. Characterised by her as a
profession guided by “disinvestment and pragmatism […] [that is] cultivated to build
beneficial industrial relationships, secure commissions, avoid preciousness and overattachment to their work and to build income streams,”19 draws an image of a somewhat
subjugated profession constrained by discourses informing certain behaviours and mind-sets.
In contrast to Caldwell, she frames their experience of work as both “good” and “bad.” She
limits her understanding to strategies of gaining authorial leverage over the script by focusing
on strategies of “disinvestment” as a “survival technique” (meeting the demands of
employers, working for less pay and to be amenable by avoiding over-attachment to the script
so as to secure future work or position) and a “professional tool” (building confidence and
self-esteem in order to seemingly give up control and instead preserve the creative voice
without being unreasonable).20 Furthermore, she only hints to the prospects of acquiring a
more authorial position when writing for television, which occupies Redvall’s interest in the
15

See Eva Novrup Redvall, Writing and Producing Television Drama in Denmark: From the Kingdom to the
Killing (Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013) & Eva Novrup Redvall, “A European Take on the
Showrunner? Danish Television Drama Production”, in Behind the Screen: Inside European Production
Cultures, ed. by Patrick Vonderau and Petr Szczepanik (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013).
16
William T. Bielby & Denise D. Bielby, “Organizational Mediation of Project-Based Labor Markets:
Talent Agencies and the Careers of Screenwriters”, American Sociological Review, vol 64. no. 1 (Feb 1,
1999).
Shawn K. Judge,”Giving Credit Where Credit Is Due?: The Unusual Use of Arbitration in Determining
Screenwriting Credits”, Ohio State Journal On Dispute Resolution, vol 13, no 1 (1997).

17

See Bridget Conor, “Screenwriting as Creative Labour: Pedagogies, Practices and Livelihoods in the
New Cultural Economy” (PhD diss., Media and Communication Studies, Goldsmiths College, University
of London, 2010) & Bridget Conor, Screenwriting: Creative work and Professional Practice (London:
Routledge, 2014) & Bridget Conor. "Subjects at Work: Investigating the Creative Labor of British
Screenwriters", in Behind the Screen. Inside European Production Cultures, ed. by Patrick Vonderau and
Petr Szczepanik (New York: Palgrave, 2013).
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Conor, 2014, 62.
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Conor, 2013, 212-15.
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profession. Only emphasising micro tactics of exercising leverage over the script leaves a
rather limited conception that the present study suggests needs to be expanded by drawing
attention to strategies of how screenwriters are able to accentuate a position as a more
influential contributor to the production process of television content through practices of
reconfiguring the identity of the screenwriter. This will be discussed in subchapter 3.3.
Both Conor and Redvall are influenced by Ian Macdonald’s concept of the screen idea work
group (SIWG), which has been utilized by many scholars in the field. Expanding on Phil
Parkers' notion of the screen idea,21 the SIWG is used as a way to conceptualise the
collaborative input and decision-making dynamics between screenwriters, directors,
producers and external influential forces and agents during the development process. As
indicated by Macdonald, it can illuminate important variables such as: status, sense of selfworth and respect, skills, points of tension, collaboration, trust, the nature of the
screenwriters’ doxa, control and the "power granted to individuals through the operation of
both artistic and commercial capital in the marketplace."22 According to Macdonald, it is
important to note that acceptance of ideas is not always related to status; however, status
decides credit. Furthermore, the concept can also inform scholars about how conventions,
attitudes, judgements and taste influence ideas and the work group itself. Even though
screenwriters are above-the-line practitioners, they are conventionally subordinate to directors
and producers;23 therefore, they do not usually have much leverage over content during
collaborations with others when they have the status of a supporting artist rather than as a
contracted artist or "elite screenwriter."24 As previously indicated, Conor’s utilisation of the
SIWG serves the conformity of screenwriters to industrial and professional discourses where
decision makers such as producers, directors and financiers exercise more control. The
importance of disinvestment from authorial leverage serves as a way to manage a successful
career. In contrast, Redvall’s extension of the concept into the Screen Idea System, in her
excellent study of the development process of drama-series at DR (Danish Broadcasting
Company – a public service broadcasting company), indicates that trends, tastes and tradition
within a national context together with the individual talent, training and track record as well
as the taste and attitudes and judgements of institutions and gatekeepers are important
preconditions for granting screenwriters the confidence as a major driving force of television
21

See Philip Parker, The Art and Science of Screenwriting (Exeter: Intellect Books, 1998).

22

Ian W. Macdonald, "`...So it's not surprising that I am neurotic´ The Screenwriter and the Screen Idea Work
Group", Journal of Screenwriting, vol. 1, no. 1 (2010): 45, 54.
23
Ibid, 50-51.
24
Conor, 2010, 53.
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series production together with a producer.25 However, with that said, the transition process of
becoming a head writer is not elaborated on outside of the learning curve of acquiring the
necessary experiences from working in a writer’s room and skills of organising and running
them. Emphasising the “institutional trust” from DR to “hand over the responsibility to the
talent [screenwriters]” and the importance of previous track record,26 she primarily focuses on
practices of screenwriting; consequently, overlooking other processes of gaining that trust as
well as strategies of establishing a sense of themselves as “primary creators.” Acknowledging
that head writers can be continuously involved in production and postproduction of a
television series, Redvall does not elaborate on the micro-strategies of gaining the trust to
influence content beyond the confines of the page. This will be elaborated in the present
study.
Furthermore, considering contractual negotiations as an essential feature for identity creation
and for exercising authorial leverage, the present study also aims to emphasise strategies of
managing contractual negotiations with employers for career success in terms of objective and
subjective outcomes. Generally, screenwriting research lacks studies of how screenwriters are
formally linked to projects and how they exercise various strategies in contractual
negotiations with employers in order to find and keep work. Conor’s broad conception of
“disinvestment” in terms of working for less pay to secure work overlooks some important
micro-social realities of contractual negotiations from the interplay between screenwriters and
the juridical apparatus of the film and television industries. Studies about contract law or the
theory of contracts is an extensive field of research. Economist Richard E. Caves has made an
important contribution to our understanding of this side of cultural work, Creative Industries:
Contracts Between Art and Commerce,27 as the seemingly only extensive study of the
justifications of contractual decisions in the cultural industries. Utilising an economic analysis
and drawing on empirical research made by sociologists of these industries, he charters
general organisation and behavioural patterns of workers in various professions and mediums.
Although Caves only gives some attention to negotiations and investments made by
screenwriters, he indicates that contractual negotiations are an integral feature of
screenwriters’ careers effectively influencing their identities as workers in the cultural
industries. Studies in contract law concerning issues of copyright and credit allocation for
25
26

Redvall, 2013a, 7.
Ibid., 125-126.
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Richard E. Caves, Creative Industries: Contracts between Art and Commerce (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard
University Press, 2000).
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screenwriters are far from none-existent and significant contributions made by Judge, Bielby
and Bielby of how screenwriting careers are affected by the Hollywood juridical apparatus of
subjugation and exploitation indicates the necessity for our further understanding this side of
the profession. As these authors mainly focus on the juridical processes from a macro
perspective, they, to some extent, set aside the micro-social realties and strategies of
negotiations to the imagination of the reader.
Generally, Swedish studies of screenwriters' practices and careers are lacking apart from a
bachelor’s thesis aiming to give a general overview of the working conditions.28 Further
research in this context would, thus, grant valuable insights and possibilities to make
international comparisons. A forthcoming study of the history and working conditions of
Swedish screenwriters by Kjell Sundstedt and Johanna Forsman will hopefully fill the
unfortunate research gap.29 It could be argued that previously presented studies such as those
made by Conor, Redvall Bielby and Bielby, Judge, Macdonald can be used to construct
generalisations about the profession. However, it could be argued that such generalisations
about the profession and its conditions need to be based on studies illuminating specific
national aspects. Furthermore, there are still areas that are not yet sufficiently studied, such as
strategies of re-configuring the screenwriter identity in order to exercise increased authorial
leverage over content and more thorough studies of contractual negotiations with employers.
As propagated by Janice Kaye and Charles H. Davis, studying screenwriting in national
settings offers an understanding of the institutional, sociological and national-specific
dimensions of national cinemas.30 It could be argued that this is also true for media other than
cinema, which would make the study of screenwriters a promising entry point into the
Swedish television industry. This is also something that Felicia D. Henderson31 and Redvall
indicate in their studies of screenwriters in the American and the Danish television industries
respectively. Research on the Swedish film and television industry practitioners is scarce,
which calls for academic research that could give further insights by studying practitioners.
Therefore, this study will be a much needed contribution to cinema studies and the emerging
research fields of production studies and screenwriting research.

28
29

See Magnéli.
Kjell Sundstedt and Johanna Forsman, Det Svenska Filmmanusets Historia, forthcoming study.

30

Janice Kaye and Charles H. Davis, "If it ain´t on the page, it ain´t on the stage: screenwriting, national
specificity and the English-Canadian feature film”, Journal of Screenwriting, vol. 1, no. 1 (2010): 62.
31
See for example: Felicia D. Henderson, "The Culture Behind Closed Doors: Issues of Gender and Race in the
Writers Room", Cinema Journal, vol. 50, no. 2 (2011).
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1.3. Framework – “Career Authoring”
As propagated in the Introduction, the components of a successful career through various
strategies of finding and keeping work as well as becoming more influential over content (recreation of professional discourses, abilities to re-configure conceptions of the professional
identity, contractual negotiations and exercising authorial leverage over content) will be
conceptualised within what is termed here as “career authoring.” In the following, the
essential features for understanding the concept of career authoring (“management of the
self,” “authoring,” “authorship,” “scripting” and “contract theory”) and how it can be used
will be presented.
Production research in fields such as cultural studies or the sociology of organizations often
consider influences, discourses, or values as informing identities, in order to account for
industry practices and behaviours. However, a great deal of social research of production is
informed by a tension between either emphasizing overbearing structures subjugating cultural
workers or granting agency to them in order to consider choices and actions as informed by
subjectivity. To settle for either would render our agents of interest as static in terms of
behaviour and practice or as unaffected by external forces which are internalised to inform
behaviour and mind-sets. Thus, a more appropriate conceptualisation of how screenwriters or
other practitioners conduct and theorise themselves and others would require us to formulate
an approach which is able to account for some form of autonomy within discourses informing
occupational roles and of how they are subjected to the demands of the cultural industries.
Otherwise we would be at risk of drawing deterministic conclusions with scant considerations
for real life experiences. Therefore, it becomes vital to account for the “self-in-work” in
contexts which exert influence over their conduct.
When concretising guiding discourses of self-creation within the screenwriting
profession, Conor proposes a mixture of a critical sociological analysis of creative production
and a neo-Foucauldian understanding of technologies of the self. With this approach, she
suggests an understanding of how the conditions of the screenwriters' labour market have
“profound effects on how screenwriters themselves function.”32 Accordingly, in order to
manage oneself to the conditions of governmentality there is a necessity for self-knowledge in
32

Conor, 2010, 3.
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order to be able to achieve professional goals, which is acquired through discourses of
behaviour and perspectives. That is, the creation and management of the self is constituted in
relation to the professional practice and to the expectations of others, i.e. discourses of
identity and performance. This means that accompanying and interjecting with selfgovernment discourses are the reproduction of power relations and that the management of
one’s professional identity according to these discourses becomes necessary. To that end, in
order to cultivate one’s career, there is a necessity of management of the self 33 and what
aspects of the self to improve in order to reach certain goals.
Accounting for how screenwriters are able to exercise authorial leverage over
content encourages us to consider discourses informing such privilege. Janet Staiger’s
conceptualisation of informed performance, “authoring,” authorship and Steven Maras
conception of “scripting” are essential here. Let’s start with Staiger. Considering the act of
becoming a subject and expressing one’s identity by discouraging ideas of unbounded
intention as well as overly deterministic structuralistic interpretations, Staiger emphasises
repetitive processes of creation and re-creation of constituting guiding discourses of
authorship which are expressed through performance. She calls this process “authoring.”34
Influenced by Michel Foucault’s conceptualisation of governmentalities over identity creation
and identity expression, Staiger offers an alternative approach to the long-lasting disputes
about the possibilities of ascribing any form of agency to individual agents in film making.
This emphasis on performative action frames individuals as acting agents within the confines
of re-affirming discourses of mentalities and performance.
Furthermore, she argues that the possibilities of being able to make “authoring”
statements and exercise leverage in collaborations depends on “circumstances in which the
individual conceives a self as able to act […] and this works because the discursive structure
(our culture) in which the individual acts also believes it.”35 That is, being able to habituate
oneself in a particular role with various possibilities of expressing certain statements of
authority is informed by the acknowledgement of behaving as such. Using Foucault’s
terminology, Staiger describes authorship as “a technology of the self,” about self-knowledge
and self-projection, and the authority to make such statements over cultural content is
conditioned by their repetitive citations informing an “authors” possibilities (i.e. a
33

Rosalind Gill, "Life is a Pitch: Managing the Self in New Media Work", in Managing Media Work, ed. by
Mark Deuze (Los Angeles/London: Sage, 2011), 260.
34
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(New York: Routledge, 2003), 50.
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professional role). Understood within the structures of film making, practitioners such as
screenwriters are encouraged to conform to the division of labour effectively informing
professional practises and the potential to make authorial claims of influence over content.
Authorship as a concept used and assessed in film studies has become a
controversial topic for considering creativity, innovation and control in filmmaking, as it often
is used to pinpoint a specific individual as a solitary “author” or “auteur.”36 Most often this
individual is identified as the director. In response, film critic Richard Corliss developed a
countermeasure in the form of the “Screenwriter’s Theory” in order to centralise the singular
authorship with the screenwriter instead.37 By instead acknowledging the collaborative
process of film making with multiple authors, Berys Gaut argues that there has to be concerns
about the possibilities and abilities to “determine the artistic properties of a film” and being
able to make a distinguishable contribution, which determines the degree of authorship that an
individual agent can exert.38 There is, thus, no reason to deny the potential contribution that
several individual agents can exercise over content. Because of various constraining
paradigms set by industrial understandings and contesting views by screenwriters themselves
screenwriting has often been excluded from the film making process and framed as an
autonomous practice.39 Therefore, the practice of writing scripts is separated from filmmaking
as a process of its own and not perceived as included in the actual production, which
effectively questions the possibilities for authority over filmmaking by screenwriters.40 By
instead framing the conception of scripts as in transformation during the production and
postproduction process, Maras conceptualisation of screenwriting accentuates the term
“scripting,” stressing that film making can be regarded as a process of "writing," where
creation and the interpretation process during production are not separated, but conjoined in
the creation of a film.41 Thus, screenwriters are perceived as involved in filmmaking and their
contribution being in form of a script, which draws attention to the inherent processual nature
of translating scripts into another medium.42 Often emphasised in conjunction with its
collaborative aspects, it is framed as an expressive object of continuous development through
various forms of re-writes (sometimes continuing during production), interpreted in
36
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production and in post-production through the editing process (the final re-write of the
script).43 Even though attributing authorship to screenwriters is not widely contested per se,44
it is; however, seldom highlighted or mentioned in general discussions of authorship outside
of screenwriting research according to Conor.45 Thus, the question is rather to what degree
decision rights can be associated to screenwriters.
Acknowledging that resistance to norms of subjectivation is produced by the
orthodoxy challenged, Staiger argues that agency of resistance is not made impossible, but
that it is a “reiterative or re-articulatory practice, immanent to power, and not a relation of
external opposition to power.”46 That is, a statement reacting against a particular normative
infusing of a role with a new understanding by its repetition. Contemplating the possibilities
of exercising leverage over content and considering the central themes of repetition of
citations, citations of resistance and becoming through action, encourages us to consider
screenwriters abilities of resisting the normalities of convention by reconfiguring discourses
of performative statements of repeating resistance to norms.
Considering that decision rights would be ascribed by discourses of division of
labour, Gaut stresses that the specific importance and leverage of a “co-author” does not have
to be insistently coherent from various projects, but is determined by the “virtue of their
organisational role” or their “artistic presence” and negotiated on a consistent basis.47
Meaning that, for example, the degree of decision rights for a screenwriter depends on
processes of negotiation in terms of discourses informing performance. As will be evident in
subchapter 3.3., these negotiations of decision rights can take the form of re-negotiating
processes of their role as “screenwriter” from project to project; consequently, reconfiguring
what sort of leverage they can exercise over content. This invites us to acknowledge
screenwriters potential authorship and influence over content which extends beyond the
writing of the screenplay. This warrants a consideration of them as more than just “the person
writing the script.”
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As propagated by Paisley Livingston, the difficulty of acquiring satisfactory
information to suggest undisputable decision rights creates an epistemological issue of
determining individual authorship.48 This requires researchers to evaluate each individual case
in terms of its production context and the contribution of each individual to the developing
project in the hope of being able to indicate the possibility for exerting authorship rather than
resorting to theoretical assumptions. Because this study does not track the processes of
production of specific projects, but instead concluded processes, makes it difficult to trace the
degree of authorship afforded. Therefore, the aim here is not to determine if the subjects were
able to exercise increased authorial leverage in certain instances, but how they attempted and
were allowed to become more involved.

Following a framework of governmentality and of processes of becoming a subject, which is
the approach in the present study, does not necessarily limit itself to certain types of
experiences. It may be tempting to make ideological statements about the nature of
screenwriting careers as within a dichotomy of positive and negative experiences.
Acknowledging the simultaneous experience of trade pain and gratification in work is now
continuously propagated in conceptualisations of cultural work (even for those not concerned
with Foucaldian understandings).49 As mentioned in subchapter 1.2., in order to avoid
celebrating the self-actualisation of “career authoring”, the present study attempts to avoid
such one-sided perception and embrace the duality of cultural work.

Indicated by Conor, Bielby and Bielby and Judge in their respective studies, contractual
negotiations are arguably an important part of screenwriter careers. Being able to find and
keep work as well as exercise leverage over content in relation to industrial conditions
informing conduct, thus, extends beyond professional tasks and encourages us to consider
how screenwriters are linked in juridical terms to the developing product and the relationship
with the employer. As argued by Caves, “screen credits for film participants […] [are] the
bricks from which the structure of career and reputation are built”, 50 and being able to acquire
such recognition for career success raises questions of how screenwriters either subjugate
48
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themselves to the market power of employers or emphasise their position as a vital contributor
to film and television content for further rewards. From a conceptualisation of contract theory
within an understanding of the specificities of cultural industries, Caves stresses that the
formulation of contracts are conditioned by the (high) contingencies of financing projects, of
the development phase, of the production phase and of audience demands in the marketplace,
which he concretises into the so called nobody knows property.51 Therefore, sometimes the
wavering of certain rewards are seldom discouraged for career success. However,
conceptualising copyright (of scripts) as a juridical justification of authorship in terms of
being attributed certain rights to the work (such as protection from distortion and being
credited as the originator), F. Jay Dougherty discussion of copyright law encourages us to
consider it as a tool for potentially exercising authorial leverage over content.52 By studying
how contracts are formulated and structured indicates how practitioners’ are linked to a
project, how they can affect the product, how they are constrained by their contractual terms
as influenced by the uncertainty of cultural production and what sort of remunerations are
offered depending on collective demands, individual repute or negotiation skills of juridical
representatives.53 Therefore, by also acknowledging the juridical conditions of the film and
television industries the autonomy and subjugation of screenwriters in terms of finding and
keeping work as well as exercising leverage over content can more fully be conceptualised.
With the concept of “career authoring”, strategies of finding and keeping work by
processes of management of the self, conforming to traditional professional discourses,
contractual negotiations as well as performances of re-configuring professional discourses
for the sake of exercising increased authorial leverage over content can be further illuminated.
To that end, we can encompass the abilities of screenwriters to author their careers within
certain confinements and/or breaking free of rigid conceptions of the screenwriter identity.
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1.4. Method, materials and limitations
In order to answer the research questions, the present study employed a combination of
ethnographical studies and textual analyses. As encouraged by Caldwell’s integrated culturalindustrial method, on which the present study relies, serious considerations of how to
approach and understand cultures of production and the disclosures from practitioners in
cultural industries. Scholars should be aware that disclosures of insider knowledge are always
managed and that every culture of production theorises themselves and makes disclosures of
narratives which suit their needs to outsiders; therefore, excluding some aspects of their
activities.54 He terms it critical industrial practice.55 Thus, researchers should not take every
disclosure made by practitioners at face value, but should also consider other forms of
meaning creating aspects and critically evaluate how the culture is "performed."56 Suggesting
that researchers should consider for example deep texts, emic interpretations, liminal
industrial rituals as important "entries" into cultures, 57 we can distinguish how they manage
and understand themselves. Drawing on the interpretative anthropology of Clifford Geertz
and his encouragements of interpreting cultures as “texts” and ‘to look over the shoulders’ of
film and television workers in terms of the ‘interpretative’ nature of their practices,”
Caldwell’s approach considers the “self-representation, self-critique and self-reflection” of
cultural industries and their practitioners to be important.58 In order to grasp the complexity
and the potentially contradictory facets of a culture, he proposes that, in terms of George
Marcus’s “situated, multi-locale” field studies, that researchers ought to consider and compare
their results from different sources with each other in order to reveal correspondences and
contradictions.59 The present study followed these considerations.
In order to explore the micro-social experiences of screenwriters’ semi-structured
interviews with eight active screenwriters of different generations who write for film and/or
television were conducted as well as observational studies of the second phase of a seminar
54
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series in entrepreneurship organised by film region Stockholm-Mäladralen for the further
education of screenwriters (Entreprenörskap för manusförfattare) that took place in Örebro
between the 13th and 14th of April in 2015. In order to grasp the conditions of the meso level
affecting the professional lives of screenwriters interviews were also conducted with the
president of the Writers Guild of Sweden (Susin Lindblom), one producer (Jenny Gilbertsson)
and Christian Wikander, the program director at SVT (the public service channel and the
largest supplier of domestically produced fiction programing in Sweden). The selection
process of the eight screenwriters (four men and four women) was based on gender and their
level of integration in the Swedish film and television industries, where experienced writers
were prioritised, because of their knowledge of the industries and developed strategies for
career success. Previews knowledge and digital souses such as IMDB and the Swedish Film
Institute’s database were used to find suitable screenwriters for the study. Of the approached
screenwriters, three declined to participate in the study. The interviewed yielded rich and
varied material, which supports that they were willing to share their experiences and realities.
All interviews were conducted with informed consent and were recorded and then transcribed.
In agreement with the interviewees they received the manuscript upon submission of the study
to review and consider their own disclosures. Based on the research questions, the themes of
the questions asked in interviews with screenwriters concerned: their career trajectories, how
to manage their careers, to find and keep work, their career ambitions, contractual
negotiations, how they are able to exercise increased authorial leverage over content and
specific projects in their portfolio that they are most associated with. The interviews with
Lindblom and Gilbertsson focused on contractual negotiations, on what criteria screenwriters
are hired, the financial difficulties of the film and television industries, how the guild
represents screenwriters and how they facilitate negotiations with employers.
The choice of a semi structured interview strategy was considered appropriate for
the present study, because the aim was determined prior to the data collection and required
specific questions to some of the interviewed. Moreover, even though a semi-structured
interview-strategy follows an interview guide, the interviewer does not have to structure the
encounter from a predetermined order or questions, but can ask follow-up questions, ask
questions in a different order and ask questions that come up during the interview.60 In
contrast to unstructured interviews, a semi-structured strategy allows the interviewer rather
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than the interviewee to more fully decide the direction of the interview.61 Moreover, in order
to avoid a rigid presupposed understanding of screenwriting practices, the research questions
were not formulated in such a way that alternative avenues of enquiry during the interviews
where closed off, since it is does not travel well with the process of qualitative research.62
To further enrich the ethnographical understanding and consider the “industrial
reflexivity” stressed by Caldwell, practitioner disclosures were combined with analyses of
how they communicate with each other and understand, express and theorise themselves in
their communities by studying “texts” that are addressing the scattered screenwriting
community. Argued as functioning as cultivators of collective identities,63 studying a trade
magazine such as the Writers’ Guilds membership magazine Medlidande och Fruktan (six
issues, 2011-2014) provided additional knowledge of how they cultivate a unified community
of an otherwise dispersed profession, a sense of ideal normativity in screenwriting practice,
how they theorize and celebrate themselves as well as taking an activist position towards the
cultural industries in its diverse forms. Also observing the screenwriter community on a
Facebook group called “Manusöl” gave further insights into how Swedish screenwriters as a
collective understands itself and interacts with each other in a more informal manner.
Furthermore, textual analysis of official documents released by a network of national and
regional associations, guilds and unions of writers, the Federation of Screenwriters in Europe
(FSE) were also considered as instrumental for the infusing of an ideal conception of
screenwriters and propagating a preferable stance towards the cultural industries.
Comprehending how screenwriters design strategies for career success and
practices of self-reflection without only relying on individual disclosures proved to be
difficult without being able to observe how they learn entrepreneurial strategies. Luckily the
opportunity arose to conduct field work by shadowing a number of screenwriters during one
of the three phases of a seminar series held in Örebro in entrepreneurship organised by
Filmregion Stockholm-Mälardalen, which offered valuable insights into processes of
managing the entrepreneurial self. As a form of direct observational studies to experience
real-life interactions and self-reflections of individuals, shadowing is stressed by Barbara
Czarniawska as preferable in terms of its preservation of a distance or “an attitude of
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outsidedness” towards the studied without acting like a fly on the wall.64 Consistently
acknowledged as an outsider there has to be a recognition of differences as it is impossible as
a non-member to experience or see what the studied sees. Instead the researcher asks
questions of how situations are experienced, makes one’s own interpretations and strives for
not being governed by the disclosures of the studied. Through the estrangement this
established difference recognises the self of the researcher who gains self-knowledge in the
situation and analysis.65 The material collected for the observational study was taken down in
field notes.
Attempts were made to analyse the formulations and features of contracts offered
to screenwriters to gain insights into how they are linked to a project in relation to the
uncertainties of the market. Because of strict non-disclosure restrictions only limited access
could be obtained of the actual contractual agreements of particular projects. Attributed to the
insecurity of the market and resistance to any sort of deeper organisational insight from
outsiders, production companies emphasise that industrial information is too sensitive to
disclose, because of matters of competition. This lack of transparency is criticised by
policymakers, analysts and even investors, making the “balance of commercial interests” lean
towards also obscuring sales, distribution and platform deals.66 This is hardly surprising as
they are commercial enterprises with no obligation for public transparency, even though it
makes it more difficult to conduct more precise statistical overviews of industrial
developments. Thus, there were only general and non-specific information of their rewards
and rights that the interviewed screenwriters were allowed to talk about. Therefore, the
present study had to rely on disclosures made by the president of the Guild, their general
agreement for television programing and those scant disclosures that screenwriters were
willing and legally able to make. However, as access to the general agreement established
between the Guild and the Swedish Film & TV producers (a trade association for producers)
concerning contractual negotiations for television series was accessible, there are features
kept from public insight, such as separate agreements which complement exhibition and the
utilisation of content. The general agreement can be found in the appendix (appendix 2). The
Writers guild was not comfortable with sharing information about their general agreement
stressing their concerns for the integrity of their members, companies and television channels.
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Nonetheless, the textual analysis of the general agreement and disclosures from interviewees
offered some valuable insights into contractual negotiations.
Caldwell’s integrated cultural-industrial method attempts to encompass macrolevel analysis of economic processes with micro-social experiences.67 The present study
considered the political economic conditions as important determinants for industrial practices
affecting the professional lives of screenwriters. To that end, reports and investigations from
European and Swedish organisations and funding agencies were included in the analysis to
encompass the complexities of the profession. By applying a framework that acknowledges
the significance of contractual negotiations between screenwriters and their employers, the
present study attempts to illuminate that these negotiations provide an analytical intersection
between the conditions of the Swedish film and television industry (macro level), production
companies (meso level), the activities of the Guild (meso level) and the screenwriters
themselves (micro level). Although, it is the micro level that is of primary interest here.

1.5. Ethnographical considerations and selfreflexivity
As previously stated, the present study aims to understand self-creation practices of
screenwriters as informed by the repetition of discoursively conditioned performances within
situations of contractual uncertainty. To combine ethnographical studies of performance with
contextual considerations is encouraged by Caldwell, Marcus,68 Sherry Ortner,69 Georgina
Born70 et al to obtain a fuller understanding of how practitioners and organisations function
and respond to (macro) trends and changes. However, as Marcus indicates, there are potential
pitfalls that must be considered if contextualisation of ethnographical micro-social data is
influenced by a predetermined theoretical approach that promotes a certain kind of
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interpretation.71 This is not only true for considering potential correlations between macro,
meso and micro levels of analysis, but for any form of ethnographical study.72
It is often stressed that ethnographical “truth” (i.e. the reality which
ethnographical writing presents and which its readership obtain through the presented data
and the rhetoric of the interpreter) is partial, incomplete and documented through writing
processes which imposes meaning through the self-fashioning of the ethnographer.73 Writing
ethnography is, thus, about constructing a representation rather than objectively documenting
the external world. The main intention of relying on the ethnographical approach and
encouragements of Caldwell when studying sites of cultures of production and its individual
practitioners is not to excavate a “truthful” picture of the inner workings, but instead to
illuminate the creation of meaning and ritual practices in production contexts that is being
mediated through the particularities seen in relation to the whole of the chosen context in the
cultural industries.74 That is, the conceptualised “reality” that is being projected to the
ethnographer demands that critical considerations of the ethnographer is highly advisable.
Nonetheless, there are issues of positionality that must always be considered when
not only writing, but also doing ethnography, since the intentionality of the meaning of the
observed or studied is transferred to the contemplator; consequently, making interpretations of
others’ affected by the authorial agency of the scholar. Therefore, through the process of
writing, as James Clifford argues, descriptions and discussions of behaviours and selfconceptualisations of the studied is also a process of constructing or revealing the self of the
writer, making it as much about the former as the latter.75 Recognising oneself as an
ethnographer and as “other” in doing and writing ethnography is, thus, crucial.
Considerations of how to translate the material (making sense of the observed and making the
material “understandable” to the reader in a preferred use of “language”) emerges as vital
when conducting ethnographical studies such as the present one. Arguing that such translation
processes is not only about linguistics, but also about modes of thought, Talal Asad deems it
necessary to first reconstruct the coherence in the discourses of the studied and then reproduce
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the coherence as closely to the language of the ethnographer.76 Such considerations for
making sense and re-telling the disclosures made by the subjects of this study were made in
order to be respectful towards the studied.
Considering self-conscious epistemological features in ethnographical method of
only being able to portray partialities should; however, not be overstated as this awareness
does not render ethnography useless or prevent us from making realistic depictions,77 but
instead enables recognition of “realities” which are of importance for understanding different
aspects of humankind, albeit, also the reality of the ethnographer. Throughout the analysis the
author was continuously observant of the disclosures made and that the translation process
was affected by his perceptions, interests and values.

1.6.Disposition
Before diving into the professional lives of Swedish screenwriters and their efforts to navigate
and calculate in the film and television industries in order to author their careers, there are
some initial considerations that have to be made. This will be the focus of chapter 2, where
the first subchapter, 2.1., will conceptualise the profession as a form of cultural work
concerned with the same issues and considerations as countless others in the cultural
industries. Moreover, there are also traits that distinguish it from other cultural workers,
which must be acknowledged. With a short historical overview of the profession, the
following subchapter (2.2.) will indicate that some of the conditions presented in the previous
chapter have been an integral reality for Swedish screenwriters. Subsequently, the concluding
subchapter, 2.3., will situate the profession within a larger industrial context to offer an initial
understanding of how political economic conditions affect their professional lives.
In order to conceptualise the experiences of screenwriters authoring their careers
for career success, the analysis is divided into three interconnected parts, where the first two
subchapters, 3.1. and 3.2. investigate issues of finding and keeping work and to some extent
being able to exercise authorial leverage, but from different entry points. The first illuminates
how screenwriters are socialised into a traditional conception of the profession and how they
through various strategies attempt to make themselves visible and how they find and keep
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work. The following subchapter, 3.2., delves into issues of material remuneration and being
rightfully credited for one’s work, which highlights other strategies of finding and keeping
work. Continuing the discussion of the preceding subchapters, the final subchapter (3.3.)
highlights how screenwriters attempt to exercise an increased sense of authorial leverage over
content by writing for television and reconfigure traditional occupational conceptions of their
abilities to do so. Finally, the study will be concluded with a discussion of the insights gained,
the usability of the coined concept “career authoring” and possible routes for future research.

2. Background
As have been stressed in the introduction, the professional lives of screenwriters entail more
than just writing stories, characters and dialogue; it extends beyond the page and into the life
of the entrepreneur. Coming to grasps with how screenwriters perceive and actualise
themselves in order to design work strategies, encourages us to recognise how screenwriting
can be attributed cultural work. This will be the focus in the first part of this chapter, where
concepts such as cultural work and cultural industries are necessary to critically discuss. The
reliance on literature predominantly dealing with conditions from American and UK
circumstances can perhaps be confusing to some readers and understood as merely extended
to a Swedish setting without premeditation; however, some Swedish studies are referenced in
order to indicate the similarities. Moreover, as will be evident in the analysis, these
characteristics which are outlined and discussed below became evident in the working lives of
the subjects of this study.
Subsequently, a short historical overview of the profession in Sweden will be
made in order to grasp the transformations and changes in the conditions and work patterns of
this often neglected profession. However, as only limited research have been conducted, the
overview might be considered as shallow, but it will offer some indications of the continuities
of their working conditions. The chapter will be concluded with a short critical consideration
of the Swedish film and television industry, which will indicate how industrial conditions
influence access to work and contractual agreements.
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2.1. Being a cultural worker in a brave new world
In order to understand screenwriting as a form of cultural labour and features of managing
one’s career through processes of career authoring it becomes crucial to ask questions about
how we can understand cultural work in these industries today, that is, how is such work
conditioned.
Literature discussing issues of cultural production continuously emphasise the
transformations that has occurred in the film and television industries from more secure and
predictable forms of employment and remuneration to structures relying almost exclusively
on subcontracted freelance forms of film and television making, where the work force is
segmented and to whom most of the risk have been effectively distributed.78 Consequently,
the conception of careers have changed from a linear development and progression in a
hierarchy towards a more flexible notion of careers as “the evolving sequence of a person’s
work experiences over time,¨79 thus giving rise to the conceptualisation of workers as “new
workers” or “new entrepreneurs” necessitating traits such as being flexible, multi-skilled,
multifunctional and being self-employed.80 Commonly acknowledged as determined variables
to this change in the media sector are de-regularisations in the television industry and
increased commercial competition and production costs in both the film and television
industries resulting in a growth in the number of companies.81 Consequently, creating a more
intensified market competition and making it more challenging to finance projects as several
companies are competing over a limited set of resources. Similar developments have also
been reported in Sweden, where the cultural industries have experienced an increased growth
in the number of companies.82 Fostered by this abandonment of standard employment patterns
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and remuneration structures is an increased experienced contingency by cultural workers,
where finding new contracts through networking, close management of professional
reputation, relying on personal contacts, being able to effortlessly shift between projects
(sometimes held simultaneously) and occupational diversification has become essential
features for careers in the cultural industries.83 The focus of work practices has; consequently,
moved towards an increased reliance on “portfolio” careers in order to deal with the insecurity
that has intensified in many sectors including the film and television industries.84 According to
an extensive empirical study of the Swedish film industry, the same focus on a flexible work
force and patterns of temporary and insecure employment and income is also evident in
Sweden, where many are forced to work in other sectors than film in order to make a living.85
The organisation of work and the careers of cultural labourers are, thus, more dependent on
moving between firms and project networks and centralised around temporary project
networks.
Taking us further along the trail of practices for managing careers in the
precariousness of the cultural industries, sociologist Pierre-Michel Menger summarises in his
elaborate conceptualisation of careers in the cultural industries this new status quo of selfactualisation practices as: “arrangements evolving towards increasingly fragmented and
brokered employment relationships, work trajectories combine features from professional as
well as from entrepreneurial careers.”86 Distributing the risks and responsibilities to the
freelance work force has resulted in an increased emphasis on being able to manage their
occupational risks, making it paramount to identify which risks (read: projects and
collaborators) are manageable and insurable.87 Processes of navigating and calculating, thus,
become inherent features in the careers of cultural workers. Moreover, this also necessitates
abilities to distinguish if the contingencies of their professional lives are determined by
industrial conditions or constituted by inadequate professional skills and reputation.88 Menger
continues by arguing that the necessity of honing managerial skills is not historically
unfamiliar for creative occupations; however, the boundary between management and labour
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is blurred differently than before, which he attributes to developments in e.g. economical and
managerial opportunities. Thus, conditions informing entrepreneurial obligations makes
profits and gains dependent not only on skill, talent or efforts, but on the performance of
managerial and entrepreneurial abilities.89 Of course, as Rosalind Gill stresses, the refining of
professional skills are still an important occupational feature, where it has been increasingly
vital for workers to keep updated about new ways of performing certain tasks.90 Becoming an
“enterprising self” that “calculates about itself,” as Nikolas Rose formulates it,91 has thus,
become a guiding star for career trajectories.
Following these changes was the celebrations and incorporations of neoliberal
ideals such as entrepreneurialism, self-employment, individualisation, flexibility and an
emphasis on innovation and creativity, which provided ideological support for the
transformation and encouraging a new understanding of cultural work. Resulting in an intense
emphasis on self-actualising practices, workers were expected to create their own work, and
actively celebrated for it. From these discourses a new kind of worker and a new form of
career was promoted as a vital contributor to the economic growth of these industries and
ultimately society, inhabiting the allegedly increased freedom and creativity of the postFordist and “new cultural economy” visible in numerous cultural industries.92 Such
ideological propagations are also visible in Swedish regional development policies.93
The ideological nature of the propagation for freelance careers and selfemployment as stepping stones to increased sense of freedom and creativity have not escaped
critical scrutiny and criticism. Described instead as mere catchphrases deluding or obscuring
the demanding, draining and constraining work conditions of these developments, the
appropriateness of describing such work as inherently more creative and liberating has been
contradicted. Instead, it has been characterised by its irregular work patterns, predominance of
self-employment, long hours, poor pay and dependence of holding multiple jobs
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simultaneously as precarious and exploitative.94 However, settling with such descriptions
makes us neglect important features of the real experiences of inhabiting these worlds and
performing this kind of work. Attempts to raise issues of reductionist forms of Marxism
aiming for critical scrutiny of post-Fordist capital societies could limit our understanding.
That is, rendering workers as solely subjugated and exploited.
Drawing attention to social elements, Gillain Ursell attempts to avoid this in her
widely referenced study of the UK television labour market about the mutually conditioning
relationship between employers and workers, where the market power of companies to offer
paid employment invites workers to support employer “preferences.”95 That is, working for
less pay or even work for free in hope of gaining entry or for future rewards. Conceptualising
some of these interactions within an “economy of favours,” the pursuit of future paid
employment, fame or to become initiated into a profession and a career encourages the
acceptance of poor pay or work without claims for material remuneration.96 This effectively
challenges notions of absolute exploitation and instead shifts focus towards notions of selfexploitation. Not considered to be a provocative conceptualisation of such work, several
studies which do not align themselves with Marxist frameworks of the cultural industries have
indeed indicated and referenced to the voluntary nature of subjugation to precarious
conditions in many forms of cultural work.97 Attempting to not indulge in Marxist
interpretations or Ursell’s over-villainous descriptions of employers, it is not the intention
here to frame cultural work within the confines of such models, but as will be evident below
there are other significant aspects which must be accounted for. The same also goes for not
falling into the pitfalls of neo liberal celebrations of self-actualisation.
Several scholars, for example David Hesmondhalgh and Sarah Baker, Ursell,
Angela McRobbie, Conor, Rosalind Gill, Sara Malou Strandvad et al, actively refute
generalizations of exploited workers to stress more receptive approaches to cultural work by
drawing attention to real life experiences of contingent work as also characterised by
gratification, personal satisfaction, sociality, recognition and self-fulfilment. However,
without neglecting the disadvantageous nature of certain industrial conditions leading to
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experiences of increased stress and anxiety.98 Hesmondhalgh and Baker’s conceptualisation of
cultural work as consisting of both “bad” and “good” work presents itself as vital for
understanding cultural labour, because of its simultaneous emphasis on perceptions of
marginalising and exploitative work and normativity of what constitutes fulfilling work in
terms of both labour processes and the products resulting from such work. 99 Generally, “good
work” can be understood as fair payment, professional autonomy, interest, involvement,
sociality and self-realization and the resulting products that are deemed as “excellent” and
“contribute to the common good.”100 Approaching cultural work from the experiences of
workers themselves have more closely registered active internalization processes of
techniques and practices for dealing with insecurity and stress resulting from demands for
self-actualising practices. Recognising that workers need to supervise their personal conduct
in order to do and encourage their co-workers to strive for “good work” and build a positive
professional reputation, Arlie Hochschild argues that managing stress and laborious coworkers necessitates the development of emotional skills for “emotional labour.” This ethical
attitude is aimed to “induce or supervise feelings in order to sustain the outward countenance
that produces the proper state of mind in others;” consequently, managing professional
relationships and acting “professional.”101 As will be evident in the analysis, this essential
mentality for career success also have strategic advantages in the form of “disinvestment.”
Important for the purpose of this study, we need to consider one of the central
features of cultural work concerning securing future work: self-commodification. Accounting
for the noteworthy extent that personal stakes and dependence on workers to organise their
own labour markets, Ursell accentuates the “intensification of the self-commodification
processes by which each individual seeks to improve his/her chances of attracting gainful
employment.”102 Helen Blair, Gill et al follow similar trails of thought when illuminating the
necessity of networking, building an attracting portfolio and proving oneself as capable and
professional enough to conduct specific tasks.103 Or as the mantra goes: “you´re only as good
as your last job.”
Framing screenwriting within the boundaries of cultural work, both conceptually
and as conditioned by the same reliance on portfolio careers, diversification of working
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practices, networking practices etc., Conor argues that it distinguishes itself as an exemplary,
yet particular creative work.104 Framed by her as exemplary in terms of its embodiment of the
conditions of cultural work, but what is so particular about it? Taking into consideration the
historical conditions and paradigms of screenwriting as deep-seated in freelance modes of
work and diversified working practises instead illuminates the profession as already being
constituted by the same features as the contemporary transformations in cultural work. 105
Emphasising the industrial organisation of screenwriting as inherently “rationalised” and
“standardised” from its outset, she stresses that it must be distinguished from understandings
of other forms of cultural work;106 consequently, presenting it as not entirely belonging to the
new paradigm of precarious work. However, to relate it to the new developments in the
cultural industries in terms of its meshing of professional and entrepreneurial abilities is still
valid. Stressing that screenwriters have always been individualised and that there is a tension
between solitary and collaborative modes of work as their work only “becomes productive,
useful and thus meaningful when it is subject to development, notes, input from other
filmmakers and is then produced in filmic form.”107 Important to stress is that screenwriting
distinguishes itself from most other forms of cultural work that has been studied in the above
referenced studies, in terms of it being potentially privileged, because of its position in the
above-the-line strand. Thus, being able to exercise considerable authorial leverage over
content that not every profession involved in film and television production are discursively
allowed to.108 However, this would not indicate that the conditions and chosen strategies
charted above are not relevant for screenwriters. On the contrary, they present themselves as
inherently vital for their survival in the film and television industries and our understanding of
their professional lives, which will become evident in subchapter 3.
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2.2. Screenwriting in Sweden – A short historical
overview
As mentioned in the literary review, the interest in Swedish screenwriters is sadly enough
considerably limited; however, of the available material only a general historical overview
can be given that will give the reader some indication of the conditions and consistencies of
the profession. According to the ongoing research conducted by Kjell Sundstedt and Johanna
Forsman, their significance and conditions have fluctuated, because of the different demands
for their services and changes in the film and television industries.109 Similar to other accounts
of the legacy of the profession, it was not a distinguishable occupational role in Sweden until
the 1920s. Prior to the common usage of the term, directors and actors usually wrote
storylines, but sometimes a diffuse professional group were contracted to write synopsis for
films, who were referred to as “scenario-authors” or “cinema authors.”110 Seeking individuals
with the necessary skills, companies subcontracted mainly from writing occupations such as
journalists and literary authors, but also actors and actresses. According to Thomas Granath, it
was the initial lack of established narrative forms in cinema during the first decades that
prevented screenwriters from being distinguished as a profession,111 but with the increasing
demand for longer stories and the establishment of narrative forms lead to the introduction of
scripts and a profession tasked with writing them.
Following the realisation and request from the Swedish film industry to increase the quality of
motion picture stories in order to attract larger audiences and the importance of good scripts,
there was a reliance to approach fiction writers as they were perceived to increase the status of
the medium by writing original scripts or adapting their own literary works.112 Screen
adaptations of well-known literary works and plays became a viable source for increasing the
status of cinema and income, and as will become evident in chapter 3.2.2. drawing on wellestablished brands is still a viable trend in Swedish film making. Broadening the net,
companies also relied on newspapers adverts of script contests with attached instructions of
how to write scripts, but unfortunately the lack of interest showed and the inadequate quality
of the application proposals made such attempts unsuccessful.113 The consistent issue was that
few seemed to know how to write scripts and with the absent of any formal screenwriting
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training many had to learn the profession and appropriate attitudes by working-by-doing.114
Even though many authors perceived it as an inferior form of writing and did not wish to be
associated with cinema, many authors accepted such request because of the tempting
economic rewards offered. However, unfamiliar with the established division of labour in
Swedish production culture many authors condemned screenwriting, because of their lower
status in comparison to the director and the unavoidable changes and intrusions of their
work.115 Some did adapt to the specificities of working for another medium where they did not
have solitary authorial leverage.
With the introduction of sound the services of screenwriters became increasingly more
important for film making as intertitles had to be replaced with dialogue, which demanded
more planning and reliance on those able to write scripts. Described by Leif Furhammar as a
volatile period of financial gold-diggers rushing to the expanding business of filmmaking
during the productive and expansive period of the 1930s,116 screenwriting became more
lucrative. From previously being an additional job for journalists, actors and fiction writers, it
became possible to make a living as a screenwriter.117 During this time period, the largest
production company at the time, AB Svensk Filmindustri, had established a screenplay
department, where script editors were hired to polish scripts developed at the company.118
However, experiencing economic difficulties after the Second World War and the recognition
of film as an art form, the 1950s and 1960s saw the popularization of the auteur, which Olof
Hedling argues was given preference by the new national film policy with the introduction of
the Swedish national support system.119 As writing for film was not as lucrative anymore and
directors preferred to write their own screenplays, screenwriting became yet again an
additional job for many, making only a few screenwriters able to work full time.120 During the
1980s and 1990s with the growing acknowledgement of screenwriting as a particular craft and
the rise of the various television soap operas and the hopes of great economic rewards resulted
in an onrush to work as screenwriters in the writers rooms of SVT and TV4.121 Many who
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sought their fame and fortune by writing for the soaps were mostly journalists, who because
of their experience of working under considerable stress and being used to a strict hierarchy
were able to adapt more quickly than most others.
Notwithstanding that the first formal film school was founded in 1964 (currently known as
Stockholms Dramatiska Högskola), a screenwriting program was missing until 1992, which
gives some indication of the perceived necessity. Until then screenwriting was predominantly
taught to director and producer students.122 However, with the gradual cancellation of the
soaps there was an inflation of screenwriters leading to increased competition, fewer job
opportunities and, thus, fewer who could make a decent living.123 Writing for the various
soaps such as Varuhuset (SVT, 1987-1989), Rederiet (SVT, 1992-2002), Tre Kronor (TV4,
1994-1999) and Skilda Världar (TV4, 1996-2002), became a breeding ground for many
screenwriters who are still active today and whose continuing careers benefited from starting
out under the guidance of head writers with authorial leverage and dreaming of occupying a
similar position.

2.3.The Swedish film and television industry
Making feature films and television series is a large and complex undertaking with
considerable pressures on budgets involving the contribution and effort of many film workers.
Attributed to a weak and fragmented production structure in Sweden with small and fragile
production companies where only a few large companies are economically capable to produce
several projects annually, producing film and television is often described as a high-risk
business.124 Although, the number of companies able to produce several films a year have
increased, an annual report made by the Swedish Film Institute (SFI) charters that there are
still relatively few companies that greenlight and release several films on a regular basis.125 Of
course, numerous projects are in development, but it usually takes several years for a film or a
television series to develop and attract enough financing to begin production. As the private
capital of companies invested hardly covers development or production costs, financing film
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and television series force companies to compete over support from EU subsidies, European
and trans-Scandinavian co-production, various subsidies from SFI, regional funds, domestic
and foreign distributors, television-channels (foreign and/or domestic) and pre-sales.126
This uncertainty of the domestic production structure is not limited to a Swedish
or a Scandinavian context, but is a reality for many other European national cinemas and
television production.127 Attributed to the weak economic position of companies and their
small portion of the invested capital into a project, the majority of film projects make close to
no profits for producers and companies. Because of their dependence on external financing
companies cannot retain an ownership share of the income large enough to be reinvested in
future projects.128 This heavy reliance on external financing through funds and the
accompanying expectations and demands to showcase progress often results in an experienced
pressure to push projects into production too early; consequently, spending less time and
resources on development,129 which also affects patterns of work and remuneration for
screenwriters as will be further discussed in subchapter 3.2. Therefore, staying too long in
development and paying a screenwriter for that duration would not be economically beneficial
for producers or companies.
In order to counter this general uncertainty and build stronger foundations for
companies to produce films, considerable funding from SFI and various regional funds in
Sweden is allocated to increase profit margins, which allows them to reinvest in future
domestic production and create employment for the large freelance work force. 130 This is not
to say that funding is diverted away from development, but rather that the current focus lies
on supporting the strained situation of producers during development. Development costs are
intended to cover script fees, purchasing rights, research and financing and is argued to create
opportunities for paid work. Based on this logic of mainly financially supporting producers
and companies, regular national subsidies primarily benefiting screenwriters are missing from
the current cultural policies of SFI. Financial support offered to development of feature film is
limited to projects pitched to the film commissioners for development where a screenwriter
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must be contractually attached to an established producer,131 making the development of
scripts that are “un-attached” having to rely on the private capital of screenwriters or various
script competitions advertised by different organisations.
Besides occasional initiatives made by SFI such as “Manusmiljonen,” announced
in 2009 and concluded in 2010, and “Moving Sweden”, a three year investment programme
for films shorter than 60 minutes announced in 2013, attempted to benefit the independent
development of scripts by screenwriters,132 the financial support offered does not particularly
benefit the independence of screenwriters. Instead SFI is more determined to follow a vision
of ensuring that projects are produced and released. What seems to be at stake here, is that the
position of screenwriters in Sweden in terms of seeking extensive funding for developing a
script to a large extent are subjugated to the necessities of their employers. Thus, it will
perhaps come as no surprise that the industrial conditions chartered above affecting practices
of production companies are to a large extent the reason behind the micro social reasoning’s
and practices of Swedish screenwriters. How this is experienced in their professional lives
will be illuminated in the following chapters concerning the creation of a professional
identity, finding and keeping work, contractual negotiations and how they perceive
themselves as able to exercise authorial leverage over content.
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3. Facets of authoring a successful
career
Developing strategies of how to adjust to uncertain working conditions and express autonomy
in the Swedish film and television industries are essential features for career success. In the
following subchapters, the experiences of contemporary Swedish screenwriters being
conditioned by professional discourses and affected by employment patterns that presupposes
developing various strategies of navigating and calculating in the film and television
industries will be illuminated through three interconnected themes. The first subchapter, 3.1.,
considers efforts of conforming to traditional conceptions of being a screenwriter, finding and
keeping work as well as exercising some authorial leverage over content through micro
strategies. The second subchapter, 3.2., considers issues of contractual negotiations and
ownership. The final subchapter, 3.3., considers strategies of expressing increased authorial
leverage by reconfiguring conceptions of what it means to be a screenwriter.
Before we delve into the lived experiences of Swedish screenwriters it is
important to first introduce the interviewed screenwriters so as to familiarise ourselves with
them. Kjell Sundstedt (aged 63) has primarily worked as a screenwriter for film, but started
out as an editor and has written several plays and books. Lars Lundström (aged 50) started out
as an actor and is the originator of several television series. He also co-owns a production
company (Matador film) together with producer Henrik Widman. Pia Gradvall (aged 48) has
written for soaps, television series, feature and short films as well as several radio plays. She
co-wrote for example the mini-series Drottningoffret (Bob Film Sweden AB, 2010) with
screenwriter Sara Heldt. Karin Gidfors (aged 53) began her career as an actor and then
became a screenwriter for several soaps and is currently permanently employed at the
production company Tre Vänner as a screenwriter. Alex Haridi (aged 35) has mainly worked
in television, but has also written several feature films. He worked together with Lundström
on the second season of the science fiction series Real Humans (Äkta människor, Matador
film, 2012). Oskar Söderlund (aged 36) has alternated between television and feature film. He
has also worked as a producer. Maria Karlsson (aged 36) has mainly worked with feature film
and is mostly known for writing the Easy Money trilogy. Pernilla Oljelund (aged 52) started
out as a journalist and has mainly written for television. She has also written several
children’s books.
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3.1. Being a screenwriter and an entrepreneur
Acknowledging that the practices of screenwriters extends beyond the page and into the life
of the self-governed entrepreneur, our understanding of career strategies through processes of
career authoring demands that we consider how screenwriters are, if we borrow a term from
Candace Jones, “socialised into a career.”133 That is, how they inhabit certain discourses
through information seeking practices for career success and exposing themselves to the
contingency of the profession.
This subchapter is divided into two parts, in which the first discusses how
screenwriters learn professional discourses in order to create an identity, such as the craft
itself, ideal normativity of the screenwriter as a “primary creator” and the injection of
entrepreneurial practices into the profession. The conception that the screenwriter is a
“primary creator” becomes vital for our understanding of the drive towards exercising
authorial leverage, which will be further discussed in subchapter 3.3. The second part, 3.1.2.,
focuses on how these discourses influence their career strategies through processes of
networking, cultivating visibility, finding work and collaboration with others for career
success. Both subchapters are important for the first feature of career authoring: how to
conform to professional discourses with the prospect for a successful career. The subchapter
will be concluded with a short conclusion connecting to the concept of career authoring.

3.1.1.Learning the craft and becoming an
entrepreneur
Attributed to the desirability of working in the film and television industries the process of
gaining entry is often argued as difficult, where contacts, film schools and other forms of
work in the industries are utilised to ”launch careers and gain entrance.”134 Starting each
interview with questions of how and why they became screenwriters, the career trajectories
chartered in this study follow these patterns of entries driven by their desire for writing and/or
film making. Ranging from starting out as journalists, actors, editors, below-the-line workers
in the television industries, translating scripts and screenwriting students, it illuminates a
multiplicity that Conor argues “has been a feature of the screenwriting career from its earliest
133
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industrial origin although that multiplicity has been periodically contained or degraded.” 135
Following their creative drive they either enrolled in the screenwriting programme at
Stockholms Dramatiska Högskola (StDH) or similar programmes, took a couple of
screenwriting classes or learned the craft by writing for the various soaps and sitcoms during
the 1980s and 1990s. Important to stress here is that several of the interviewed gained entry to
the profession by contributing in various ways in the writers rooms during the big boom of
television writing in Sweden. Expressed as relatively easy to gain access as the production of
morning soaps and evening soaps “needed hundreds of people,”136 it became a breeding
ground for screenwriters that was argued to provide the necessary tools for writing for the
screen not only in terms of structure, dialogue and characters, but also the hierarchical
collaborative structure and the necessary pragmatic thinking of what is economically and
practically possible for actual production. Starting out as an actor, Lars Lundström, for
instance, sent proposals for sketches to Sveriges Television (SVT) and was subsequently hired
to write sitcoms. He reflected that starting out with television writing was “a really good
school. It was certainly an ungrateful and fucking hard work in a way. You had to re-write a
lot and not everyone thought that was fun, but you learned to be very tight.”137 Not only
expressed as an opportunity to learn the craft, gain entry and receive income, Karin Gidfors
argued that it was also a way to gain industrial knowledge: “I really, really liked soaps. As a
consumer and to work with it […] So it was there where I learned the craft and sort of starting
to learn the business.”138
Other cultivation sites to learn the craft and how to collaborate with directors and
producers was the protected environments of the screenwriting programme at StDH or other
screenwriting programmes. The essential traits of screenwriting discourse for maintaining a
career is stressed by Conor broadly as “disinvestment and pragmatism”139 and the same can be
ascertained from reading the description of the screenwriting programme at StDH. Especially
the last two points are important for the present discussion as it informs that screenwriters
serve the process of collaborative film making where they are supposed to “know their place”
in the production process. The objectives of a screenwriter are as follows: “Formulate the idea
alone or together with the director, producer or other. Master form, structure and freedom
within cinematic storytelling. Write the screenplay by oneself and make sure that the agreed
135
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upon story survives the writing process. Finish the script and pass the responsibility of the
script over to others.”140
Establishing a sense of what constitutes the professional lives of screenwriters
besides learning the craft and being socialised into a career there are also socialisation
processes of integrating writers into an ideal conception of what it means to be a screenwriter.
Formulated by the Federation of Screenwriters Europe (FSE) in a much influential document
the European Screenwriters Manifesto, is a proclamation of the cultural importance of
screenwriters and their contribution to film making:

Stories are at the heart of humanity and are the repository of our diverse cultural heritage. They
are told, retold and reinterpreted for new times by storytellers. Screenwriters are the storytellers
of our time. European writing talent should be trusted, encouraged and supported. The European
film industries need to find ways to attract and keep its screenwriters in the cinema and in their
craft.141

Parts of this passage are frequently quoted in other policy documents and is echoed (although
rephrased) in the membership magazine of the Writers Guild of Sweden, Medlidande och
Fruktan, with propagations such as: “the proud motto of Compassion and Fear [the name of
the magazine in English] is derived from Aristoteles. With that we want to indicate the
important role of drama in the construction, sustainment and the critique of a civilisation. We
have always dealt with the most important subjects for humanity.”142
Attached to this ideal conception of the democratic and cultural significance of
screenwriters is also a strong sense of activism reacting against the uncertain conditions
facing screenwriters by industrial practices. Arguing that the screenwriter is an “author” and a
“primary creator of the audio-visual work” they are propagated as entitled to fair payment for
the exploitation of their scripts, to which they deserve rights to be credited and for their scripts
to be protected from distortion or misuse.143 The same argument is made by the Writers Guild
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of Sweden, to be able to make a living from the rights to their scripts.144 To that extent they
lay a foundation of what should be considered as “good work” for Swedish screenwriters.
Conceptualising the screenwriter as “primary creator” and “storytellers of our time” suggests
that their stories have to be heard and seen and their input considered as important. Talking
about their profession, their craft and their contribution to film and television making, almost
all of the interviewees expressed a similar sense of ideal about themselves as essential
contributors who are and should be able to tell stories that have a societal impact or at least
entertain audiences. For example: expressing an ambition to acquire a “showrunner-esque”
function, Alex Haridi argued:
I have some sort of ambition to […] make entertainment with substance and to move. […] I
think that there is generally little respect for craft and dramaturgy in the Swedish film and
television industry. So I have some kind of ambition to make those stories that we make in
Sweden - which are good stories – better […] I think that screenwriters need more power so that
we get better stories. But it is the good story that is the ambition in the end.145

Similarly, Pernilla Oljelund stressed the importance of screenwriters to have a prominent
voice:
It is important to bring stories to life in whatever format. […] Stories that teaches us what it is
like to be human and perhaps give us deeper insights and other perspectives. […] That is what
we need … and it’s really important to keep that up to tell good stories and not just diluted,
formulas and concepts. […] it’s fun to work together and then you are not the most important
voice, but you have a voice too.146

Grounding a sense of normativity concerning their various rights as “authors”, this ideal
conceptualisation sometimes becomes difficult for some to effectively express in their daily
professional lives working in film, where a clear division of labour dictates forms of
detachment from their work. As will become evident in subchapter 3.2. concerning
contractual negotiations, practices diverting from “good work” informed by attitudes of
“making it” undermines the ideal conception of fair remuneration.
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In as much as learning the craft, Jones argues that crafting a career requires to not
only learn “the skills and the roles, to perform tasks successfully in the industry, but also the
industry culture.”147 As there are no formally established guidelines for how to become an
entrepreneur, this side of the profession has to be acquired by their own initiative. That is:
how to network, how to become more visible and how to understand and take initiatives by
creating their own work in the film and television industries for career success. Gaining
industrial knowledge from informal exchanges of information with other screenwriters and
other filmmakers was expressed as an essential feature for managing a career in this respect.
Talking about the importance of internships offered to students at StDH, Maria Karlsson
added: “you learn it yourself. You hang around at film festivals, meeting people.”148
With that said, there are regional initiatives of allocating resources to the capacity
building of practitioner competences intending to support the development and production of
cultural content. Apart from co-producing film and television series, Filmregion StockholmMälardalen funds local talents such as producers, directors and screenwriters, where the latter
are offered screenwriting workshops, conventions for writers to meet producers and seminar
series for capacity development. One such initiative is a one-year seminar series for
cultivating the entrepreneurial skills of screenwriters. While attending the seminar series that
took place in Örebro it became evident that the participants expressed a sense of “being bad at
selling oneself” and feeling an estrangement towards a more entrepreneurial behaviour
encouraging them to become more visible through various channels and taking more
initiatives to network. Applying for such a seminar series was, thus, expressed by several
participants as a strategy to be able to more adequately design a career strategy. Through the
second phase of the seminar series the attendees were accustomed to a more intensified
entrepreneurial mind-set and individual careers were equated to corporations with
propagations such as “you are also businesspeople who are facing the same challenges as
businesses,”149 by being able to “market yourselves,” how to appropriately price their services,
calculating costs for their own projects, survey their careers from a macro perspective by
identifying project trends, policies, industrial changes, important employers, competitors and
collaborators. That is, emphasising the need to be able to identify which occupational risks
(read: projects and collaborators) are manageable and insurable.150 To that end, they were
147
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equipped with a terminology from business management and organisational theory, such as
market analysis, stakeholder mapping, SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) and PEST (Political, Economic, Social and Technological) models etc., further
underlining them as micro-business or as “entrepreneurs of their own human capital.”151

Seminar series “Entrepreneurship for Screenwriters”, Phase 2, Market Analysis and Business Strategic Planning.
Marketing strategist Patrick El-Cheikh gives an assignment to identify trends, threats, stakeholders and
competitors in order to develop clearer individual career strategies.

Although such terminology was not noticeable in conversations with screenwriters of how
they discussed their work, the mentality of the entrepreneur or “entrepreneurs of their own
human capital” was present in their disclosures and their visibility strategies of how they
navigate and calculate in the film and television industries. With that said, not every one of
the interviewees or the seminar participants found it uplifting, but instead experienced it as
more of an intrusion. Albeit a necessary one. A more tangible expression of screenwriters as
entrepreneurs is that some of the interviewed created their own small individual firms for
either billing reasons or for developing their own projects under the visible confines of
companies such as Oskar Söderlund’s Farsans Penna AB and Lars Lundström’s (together with
producer Henrik Widman) Matador film.
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However, gaining increased visibility for cultivating a successful career was a noticeable
worry for many of the interviewed. For example, reflecting on her future career and following
an experienced pressure for a more entrepreneurial mind-set, Pia Gradvall argued when
discussing her choice to hire an agents as:
A belonging which I think looks good. […] to be featured on a website with a certain kind of
name. […] I have always thought before that: ‘No. I stand by myself and people know who [I
am],’ but I have felt that people do not know who… it is also about accepting that you have
your golden age of, if you are lucky, of five years when you are hot. And I realised that: No. I’m
not anymore (laughs) and then you have to rethink. Where are the others? […] Thinking like …
it’s like Teflon, whether you like it or not.152

The metaphor of careers as Teflon is a clever parable and serves as a starting point for the
next chapter, where the discussion will illustrate that professional relevance is continuously
fleeting and visibility depends on that screenwriters either write or perish.

3.1.2. “Selling oneself” and “knowing your place” –
finding work, networking and collaborating
Conditioned by the contingent employment patterns in the Swedish film and television
industries, freelance work presupposes careers guided by strategies of being able to “pitch”
oneself,153 or as expressed by Gill as an intensification of a “management of the self.”154 That
is, building an attractive professional image through various practices of gaining industrial
visibility. Whether the term entrepreneur might invoke connotations of increased freedom and
innovation for some readers, it certainly does imply stress, uncertainty and insecurity for the
careers of screenwriters, as will be highlighted below. Generally lacking a secure income
stream it is a financial necessity to constantly work on several projects simultaneously and
have multiple sources of income, which is also stressed by Conor.155 Working for example
with theatre, radio, teaching, as a script editor or writing novels, they embody the flexibility
requirement of cultural work. Even though the interviewed did not present themselves as
being short of work or feeling an obligation to accept every job that is offered to them (in
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contrast to earlier in their careers), with confident statements, such as “I have never felt the
need to network […] it has always kept on going for me,”156 or “I get offered a lot. Maybe a
couple a month,”157 the importance of being available and accepting work to the best of their
abilities was a consistent feature. However, for some it become essential to accept heavy
workloads resulting in high levels of stress in order to sustain a particular quality of life, as
expressed by Oskar Söderlund:
You know, in the end when you get kids it’s about providing […] Right now I have more than I
can keep up with. […] You have to work on several projects at the same time to sustain an
economy. I mean, my wife is also a freelancer in the film industry and we have two kids, so I
mean… of course I say yes sometimes to things so that there is an economy with what I do. […]
You know… I like to have long vacations with my family, so therefore you have to work for the
rest of the year.158

Similarly, Oljelund argued:
We are all fundamentally working for bread and butter […] [To work on many projects
simultaneously leading to stress] It’s a constant problem and a luxury problem. Really. With so
many jobs. […] because it take such a long time before projects are made and there are so many
projects in development that you need to have many uncertain offers or half promises at the
same time. I accept work that I don’t really want to do […] but of course I am enthusiastic to
some extent. […] but I have to provide for myself.159

Regardless of the expressed demand for their services, strategies of making themselves visible
and continuing building a contact network of potential employers and collaborators in order to
find work was still expressed as a cornerstone in the construction of their careers.
Participating in events such as film festivals was regarded by some of the seminar group as a
fruitful opportunity to establish new contacts, as expressed by one of the participants: “you
have to show yourself […] I landed a job because of it.” Cultivating professional visibility
was also expressed as entailing digital visibility, making it vital to ensure that their
screenwriting credits was updated on sites such as IMDB or the SFI database (Swedish Film
Institute), stressing that employers browse such sites.
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Drawing attention to the production rituals in contemporary film and television making in
Hollywood and to its modes of institutional interaction, Caldwell frames “pitching” as an
essential tool for screenwriters or producers to evoke the interest of financiers. To that end,
the survival and career success of screenwriters is framed by Caldwell as dependant on
“acting skills [that] are as important as his or her writing skills.”160 Far from a popular
professional practice it was indeed understood by the interviewed screenwriters as a
performance in its own right, but the interaction itself should not be confused with pitching as
merely a tool for selling an idea for development and securing that particular job. That would
be to neglect an important aspect of the interaction. Instead framed within a larger framework
of the financial uncertainty of the Swedish film and television industries, Haridi stressed that
pitching is more about showcasing the writing capabilities of the writer: “it’s very, very
extremely seldom that a project goes all the way after a pitch. [To that extent pitching] is
more like a marketing tool. […] ninety-nine times out of a hundred they [producers] think:
‘we don’t want to do this, but this person can write. Maybe he could write this other project
that we have?”161 Thus, it can be understood as a performance that is not necessarily guided
towards selling a particular idea, but also to find work in general and more importantly, to
network.
However, for most of the interviewed, networking in its purest form through
informal practices of socialising with strangers was seldom expressed as a conscious active
strategy or even necessary. Instead the work done and the level of professionalism showcased
(i.e. portfolio and professional repute) was considered more effective to expand contact
networks. Underscoring the necessity to constantly be working, Gidfors stressed that: “you
always meet someone […] then you always have contact networks if you keep working.” 162
Building professional relations and “try to be faithful to them as long as possible,” was
essential for Lundström, but adding that it was vital not to become too dependent on
individual employers, because “you are not a serf.”163 For Haridi, constantly working, doing
good screenwriting work and dealing with the stressful practice of keeping deadlines was the
essential traits for career success:
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I have never felt a need to actively network, because it has always kept on going for me [...]
there is an initial step to get in, but when you have passed it I think that good work is your best
marketing method […] to always sort of… always do as good of a job as possible and not show
anything that is not finished […] because it generate work in the future. […] And if you always
work like that, which is very labour intensive especially in the beginning when you are almost
not paid anything. But if you do that then people will get it. You will begin to get a
reputation.164

Evoking the mantra echoed in countless studies of the cultural industries: “you are only as
good as your last job”, the other interviewed concurred with similar statements concerning the
same economy of work opportunities operating through contacts based on familiarity and
previous work to maintain a career, as stressed by Gill and Blair.165 Characterized by the
interviewed as industries relying on reputation and of continuous exchanges of information
concerning co-workers, trends, forthcoming projects etc., being aware of the reputation and
the image that they present through their work and personalities becomes central to cultivate
ones career, as argued by Gradvall: ”you know that people asks sometimes. How is she to
work with? […] Does she deliver? Is she reliable? Is she a pain in the ass? In the same way
that I ask about producers and directors.”166

Throughout the process of interviewing some were quick to write off any suggestions of
consciously elaborated or clearly formulated career strategies and instead argued that strategic
decisions were based on a project to project basis informed by what interested them or
sparked their creative drive. As previously indicated, for some, an entrepreneurial strategy
was perceived as an intrusion and it was, thus, important to keep it separate from
screenwriting or that it was not that important for them. Regardless of whether or not this is a
matter of individual necessities or a matter of projecting a preferable image of themselves as
mainly creative individuals, the separation between screenwriting and career management was
a distinct feature for some of the interviewed. However, some, like Kjell Sundstedt, stressed
the importance of securing future work flow by working towards having a fairly recent and
noteworthy project attached to his name in order to underscore continuous relevance: “I must
achieve something of quality every eight years, then it will be fine. Then it [his career] can
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continue. I must make something that at least the industry thinks is good.”167 Discussing
career strategies as summed up with the mantra presented above should perhaps emphasise
the temporal feature of visibility: “if it was somewhat recent.” As argued by Bielby and
Bielby: “writing for film and television is [a profession] in which reputation is a key resource
for career success and in which the reputational value of an employee’s work product
atrophies rapidly over time.”168 Expanding on that notion of continuous industrial visibility
and relevance, Gradvall argued that writing for media other than film and television for too
long might lead to that “you disappear from view.” Especially coveting high budget projects
that accumulate industrial prestige, she recounts her strategy of agreeing to work on a
television series after spending too much time writing radio drama: “I need a television
project… many episodes … [that is] visible. So I said yes to that. […] it’s important to have
such projects. […] You have to keep your myotonus.”169 Furthermore, also expressed as
important for some was that working in particular genres missing from their resumes in order
to not only find new income streams, but to also avoiding being singled out as an inflexible
writer only capable of writing certain stories and instead project an image of being
multifaceted. Arguing that he simply makes strategic decisions on a project to project basis,
Haridi said: “At some point I took a crime project, because I felt that I did not have so much
of that on my CV and that it could be good to have in the long run. Or that: now I have done
this type of projects for too long […] I don’t want to be restricted.”170 In contrast, wanting to
shake of some of her associations with working with crime based stories, Karlsson
remembered: “[There was a period] when I declined a lot of projects […] I needed a break
[…] then I had a period when I only looked for more drama projects […], but now I am back
again. So it’s like different phases.”171
The necessity of having writing credits (preferably attractive ones) in a portfolio
for not only pay scales based on commercial successes, but also for continued industrial
relevance and for career advancement is one of the most valuable resources for attracting
work and for career advancement, as will be discussed further below and in subchapter 3.2.1.
Quoting Robert Davenport, Shawn K. Judge, argues that:
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[…] due to its potential impact on a screenwriters career ‘screen credit is probably the single
most important factor for artists in the entertainment industry […] [t]his factor determines who
is “hot” and who is not; it is the basis for determining whether artists are offered subsequent
assignments and their increase in compensation for those assignments.’ […] Credits, then,
determine perceived status within the industry, which in turn determine future work allocation
and income.”172

So far as it has been presented, authoring a career stresses the necessity of finding what is
relevant for visibility, continued relevance, for economic reasons in order to cultivate a
preferable image that is perceived as favourable for attracting work. That is, gaining
authorship over their careers by tailoring an attractive patchwork quilt of projects perceived as
suitable. However, far from completely manageable, screenwriters are affected by the
contingency of the film and television industries, which makes the search for the next writing
credit a cumbersome task. While discussing their professional lives in the film and television
industries it became evident that the overarching threat to a successful career (besides not
finding work) was the unavoidable reality that few scripts attract enough financing to be
produced. As stressed by Lundström: “I know of so many who work in this business who
make a living from writing and making stuff, but never get anything produced. You have to
get things produced to really advance.”173 Thus, it is preferable to avoid only earning a living
from developing projects, because receiving a writing credit is a necessity for career
advancement and for increased income, as previously indicated, because of the distribution of
risk to the work force through contingent patterns of employment to be able to distinguish the
uncertainties of their professional lives and manage their own occupational risks becomes a
career saving requirement.174 The fragmented and uncertain production structure in Sweden
are arguably difficult to directly manage for screenwriters as they do not usually have
financial responsibilities or the insights into the allocation of resources, but more direct
occupational risks such as identifying the potential uncertainties and dishonesty of employers
and collaborators were expressed as more manageable.
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Sometimes you are at the mercy of a company, so to speak … that might have a precarious
financial state or almost become bankrupt […] then you might not get paid and that is hell of
course. […] when you go to a production company you should check with others of their
reputation and things like that. Because some might be […] they are not scoundrels, but they
might be a bit too adventurous. […] they might trick you somewhat, but then you have signed
something that you should not have signed.175
I chose stable production companies […] when I am going to work with producers I want to
know […] whether they will pay when they should […] do they have the abilities to go through
with their projects? Of course, you have to be aware that there are producers that always muck
things up with money and who do not have the strength to go through with their projects and
those you drop.176

Listening to colleagues and friends of their previous encounters with particular individuals
were stressed as vital measures by which it was stressed as somewhat possible to manage such
occupational risk in the contingency of the film and television industries. However, at the
same time, relying on mere gossip and taking every disclosure at face value became for
Karlsson and Söderlund an occupational danger, because of the sometimes uncertain
subjective nature of reputations. Distancing herself from putting too much trust into stories
and reputations, Karlsson said: “It’s so much gossip […] I don’t know who is right. I don’t
have the full story […] I try to not listen too much if it’s not coming from close friends.”177
Similarly, Söderlund stressed “you have to make your own experiences. I was warned about a
producer who I am working with right now. You know… I have to say that I am now
experienced enough to know that there are always two sides.”178 Gaining the confidence and
experience to acknowledge the uncertainty of such informal exchanges of information, a
preferable countermeasure was to set up meet-and-greet meetings with potential employers
and collaborators and judge for themselves.

In as much as finding work necessitates certain strategies of self-management and of
navigation and calculation in the uncertain brushwood of the film and television industries,
keeping work accentuates seemingly stricter forms of professional discourses that informs the
appropriate behaviour and the possibilities of knowing ones place in the development process.
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Even though there are various perceptions and standpoints of how to find work and become
visible, understanding the possibilities and restrictions of their professional role and the
management of that professional identity of how to think and behave by living up to
expectations in order to keep working were synonymous in all the interviews. Understanding
screenwriting as an collaborative interaction as well where they are providing a “service” to a
“customer” by formulating ideas into a script and laying the foundation of a project in
transformation that is commissioned and funded by others than themselves, professional
discourses of knowing ones place and not being overprotective of their own work were
essential attitudes to keep work, to build a positive reputation and facilitate the finalisation of
the project. To respect the power dynamics of collaboration where the financiers and
producers have decision rights exceeding the risks of screenwriters, necessitates diplomacy
and negotiation skills as well as building confidence in their work and emphasising their
authoring position as mastering the craft. Therefore, as put forward by Söderlund that “you
have to be respectful […] and then you have to learn how to be good at reasoning. […] if
someone criticizes something in the script and you cannot argue for it or motivate it then you
should just take it out. […] so it’s an important and natural part of it and I have no problem
with it.”179 Stressing the allocation of major decision rights as informed by a division of
labour and the importance to respect that, Haridi said: “I have not seventy million to invest, so
therefore I have to respect that someone else has done it […] that creates a responsibility sort
of.”180 Conor encourages us to understand this processes of following professional discourses
of “disinvestment” in collaborations as a “survival technique,” where meeting the demands of
employers and to be amenable by avoiding over-attachment to the script so as to secure future
work or position.181
To that end, acknowledging that their work becomes a site of continuous input
and suggestions from various agents involved was expressed as both preferable and unwanted.
Therefore, there is a need to develop a professional confidence to deal with the floodgate of
comments. As argued by Söderlund: “that is something that you have to train yourself, to
learn how to filter. You learn how to not be insulted. You learn to… that you are not supposed
to listen to everything, because then you might get lost.”182 Generally avoiding to
conceptualise it as mainly a struggle of authorship over the script and sometimes celebrating
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the excitement of collaboration, there was a clear sense of accentuating their belonging to the
above-the-line workforce that dictates whose comments and suggestions were deemed as
important enough to acknowledge. That is, in Staiger’s terms: who has “the authority to make
an authoring statement.”183 As argued by Gradvall:
Who has the rank to say something? […] for some reason everyone has the right to have an
opinion that must be listened to. That you don’t have to give a damn about. You have to decide
for yourself. […] I can say it like this: that I do not want anything from the cinematographer and
I don’t want anything from the art director. I want it from some people.184

However, as will be evident below, seemingly detaching themselves from their work also
becomes a “professional tool”, in Conor’s terms, for building confidence and preserve the
creative voice. Seemingly subjugating themselves to the demands and expectations of
employers and commissioners to serve their respective needs, being confident enough to
emphasise their distinctive craftsmanship in collaborations without coming across as too
authoritarian or difficult to work with as they are laying the foundation for the developing
content becomes a strategy to exercising some leverage. Treating collaborations as processes
of negotiation and respecting comments and suggestions from others as a way to cultivate
working relationships and conforming to discourses of good practice and building a positive
repute, there are simultaneous strategies of pretending to acknowledge comments in order to
accentuate their authorial position over the script. Establishing a sense of steering the vessel
of the project by writing the script and being respectful of comments from others, Oljelund
argued that: ” you charm them and lie […] you smile and you say: ‘Oh! Great! That I will
most certainly think about.’ […] and then I have not changed anything.”185 Similarly, Haridi
said that in conjunction with respecting the financiers’ needs and expectations: ”you trick
people that you listen to them even though you don’t. I always try to find some sort of way to
get people on-board without making something that I don’t think is good.”186 If we remember
Conor’s conceptualisation, she argues that such behaviour can be considered as a “tool for
disinvestment” in order to seemingly subject oneself to the expectations of others to serve
them and instead through micro-strategies exercise authorial leverage over the development of
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the script.187 Further underlining this established confidence and authorial position, Haridi
argued that dealing with comments coming from individuals lacking deeper knowledge of
screenwriting: “you cannot do whatever people say […] It’s your job to write the script […]
[you have to] hear the note behind the note, and to sort of… what is it really [about]? Not
everyone knows why they give their comments. Especially if they are not that well-versed
with scripts.”188 Framing comment giving sometimes as a matter of insecurity on the
commentators’ part necessitates skills other than only the craft. That is, social skills. Oljelund
stressed: “you have to remember that most people mean well […] most people want to be
heard and feel like they have been clever. So it’s simply psychology stuff.”189 Managing
collaborations in such manners, thus, stresses the importance of emotional labour.
Taking pride in their professional role and expertise in order to accentuate their
importance to the conception of film and television series, comments such as: “producers
need us as much as we need them”190 and “someone has to write it [the script] and if they can
find someone cheaper who can do it just as good, then be my guest,”191 underlines this
conception. Exercising authorial leverage over scripts in terms of dealing with comments in
ways that supports their vision to the extent that it is possible without neglecting the
collaborative nature and the need of employers, often only stretches as far as the completion
of the script or being replaced by another writer. To manage this necessity for disinvestment
or being separated from the continuation of projects for some fosters the feeling of not being
part of the film and television making process, while others find it as a natural state of affairs
that must be respected for career survival, such as Sundstedt:
You have to know your different roles. When I am done with a script, then I must allow myself
to betray it. Take off and let the director take over. I cannot tag along and think and feel,
because then you only create an insecure director. Maybe there are those who do that, but they
won’t last for long in the business. You have to be careful as a screenwriter, you cannot just
barge in. Then … it is not my story, it is the director’s story. […] I keep away from the set. […]
I have to accept that it becomes what it becomes. And by then I am already busy with another
project. That is the only way to survive.192
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Gradvall underscored this need of creating a distance and natural marginalization from the
production:
You disappear from the shooting process and then the team becomes close to each other and it’s
like the screenwriter does not exist. […] I have difficulty to feel for the final product. Because I
feel that my reward comes much sooner in the process. Maybe it’s a defence from my part. To
distance myself.193

However, others contemplated how they might become more involved and cease to be simply
a hired hand meeting the needs of employers by spending their spare-time developing own
stories and striving for becoming more involved in the translation process of the script. In the
following chapters other aspects of the profession will be illuminated that are connected to the
disclosures described above as well as the attempts by screenwriters to become more than just
the person “who writes the script.”

3.1.3.Conclusion
Far from being a glamourous work of creative freedom, it instead necessitates strategies of
precautionary measures both in terms of consistent information seeking activities of
companies and collaborators and building an attractive portfolio, the constant and energy
straining activity of receiving new potential writing credits and to be considered as still
relevant in the industries for career success. Thinking in terms of career authoring, the
professional discourses and entrepreneurial strategies chartered here emphasise the necessity
for managing and cultivating the individual career and follows the re-affirmation of
discourses of a division of labour and processes of “disinvestment” in order to stay in the
business. However, building and gaining professional confidence to be perceptive of
comments made of the script and to seemingly disinvest to the comments of others and
instead decide whether or not they contribute to the good of the story, accentuate strategies of
exercising authorial leverage. Authoring a successful career in terms of finding and keeping
work by managing oneself within the boundaries of screenwriting discourses and the close
management of the visibility of one’s career sets the foundation for the discussions to follow
concerning contractual negotiations and exercising extended authorial leverage.
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3.2. Contractual negotiations: subjugation,

exploitation, self-exploitation and
ownership
Arguably an essential part of any career in the cultural industries is material remuneration and
being rightfully credited for one’s work. This subchapter will show that juridical negotiation
processes between screenwriters and employers reveal further strategies for being hired,
keeping work, building a repute and potentially exercise authorial leverage over content. As
indicated in subchapter 1.1., considering contractual arrangements and negotiations illustrate
how macro, meso and micro levels intersect. Perhaps the two most essential topics when
discussing their work and when situating themselves in the precariousness of the Swedish film
and television industries are rights of being proportionately paid for their work and to be
rightly accredited for their contribution to projects. However, the injection of a certain ideal
normativity in screenwriting discourse is at odds with subjugating oneself to the preferences
of producers in the pursuit of a successful career. This apparent paradox will be discussed
here. The following subchapter describes contractual conditions and relations between
employer and screenwriter to give the reader an overview of the juridical apparatus of the film
and television industries, but also a sense of the importance that this side of their professional
lives plays in career success.

3.2.1. Learning the business aspect of the profession
Of the many different topics that can be openly discussed by screenwriters and the sometimes
rather frank manner in which names of unprofessional and weak collaborators are disclosed, it
was when it came to contractual terms that the film and television industries where clouded in
mystery and secrecy as their contractual agreements feature non-disclosure clauses informed
by the resistance of production companies to disclose economic information. Discussing
various themes of contractual agreements and negations with producers, it became evident
that these were issues that were not only sensitive in terms of the sometimes strained
relationships between employers and co-workers concerning payment and credit as jokes and
laughter became fewer and farther in-between, but particularly important for building
professional confidence as workers in the cultural industries.
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Quoting film scholar Janet Harbord, Conor stresses that “copyright law now ‘illustrates the
manufacturing of the subject of authorship’ and this “represents a contemporary move […] to
ascribe creativity [also] […] to the corporation itself and all the proprietary and monetary
rights that entails over time.”194 Such dismal considerations further render authorship,
ownership and screenwriting as inherently more complex, according to Conor. Even though
filmmaking is a collaborative undertaking, most of the rights to the resulting film or television
programme are for practical and logistical reasons allocated to the producer in order to
manage the film or television series on the market.195 That is, the property of the producer or
company. This is not to say that authorship or ownership is not granted to screenwriters such
as moral rights for example, but it is limited by the collaborative nature of film- and television
making and the accompanying juridical apparatus. This lack of ownership over their
intellectual property (i.e. the scripts) is informed by a work-for-hire logic and is stressed by
Miranda J. Banks as a determining factor in delimiting screenwriters’ possibilities of having
“creative control” over the project once their work has been purchased.196

Having gained foothold into the professional lives of screenwriters, juridical negotiations with
producers and legal representatives of production companies becomes an important feature for
career management, the terminology often found in contracts is integrated into the mundane
lingua of the profession. Besides their own professional experiences the membership
magazine can be regarded as a cultivation site for the presence of this terminology within the
ranks. For example one recurrent feature called “Juristen har ordet” (translation: “the Solicitor
speaks”), offers juridical advise concerning certain contractual issues or questions and
explains processes of negotiations in order to inform members of their material and moral
rights to their scripts as well as to emphasise the support given by the guild.197 Expressed as
vital to ensure that they are being proportionally remunerated for the effort invested into a
project, some were nonetheless more prone to not being “interested” or “feeling the need” to
obtaining any deeper understanding of the formulations or the juridical processes, as their
main interests primarily lie with the creative side of their profession. Instead they delegated
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such activities to their juridical representatives. By instead relying on juridical representation
in the form of agents, publishers or the Writer’s Guild, there was only one thing that they
needed to know, as poignantly expressed by Gidfors: “is someone trying to rip me off or
not?”198
However, for newcomers, information seeking activities of gaining industrial
knowledge also involves learning the meaning of certain juridical clauses and the material and
moral rights (right to be credited as author of the script and for it to be protected from
distortion or made accessible without the consent of the originator) connected to the copyright
over their scripts, as they have to represent themselves in negotiations with producers or legal
representatives. At least until they meet the conditions for a Writers Guild membership (two
solitary writing credits – stage, film, TV, radio, computer game – and broadcasted/performed
or more if the cited work have multiple authors),199 or become established enough to be
attractive for agent representation or finding other forms of juridical representation. Although,
offering juridical advice to non-members, the full juridical representation of the Guild is
reserved for members,200 making it important to delimit precariousness by becoming a
member. Until then, newcomers have to work for lower pay and continue building a contact
network to eventually gain the first couple of solitary writing credits to be able to apply for a
membership. Described in several studies as an occupation positioned in a disadvantageous
bargaining position whatever their representation in relation to the market power of
production companies,201 lacking juridical representation further underlines this vulnerability.
Because there are no general agreements established between the film industry and
screenwriters in Sweden concerning writing for film, contracts can vary considerably
concerning remuneration and being credited for individual contributions. Thus, making
important clauses for screenwriters’ career advancement such as how they will be credited for
their work, if they are protected from being replaced by another writer etc. not self-evident
features. In contrast, having established a general agreement for television writing between
the Guild and the Swedish Film & TV producers (a trade association for producers) offers
more contractual security (in terms of material remuneration, guaranteed moral rights, set
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conditions for royalty and extended protection from being replaced without the consent of the
writer) as all negotiations start from certain minimum requirements.202 Compared to the
Writers Guild of America, where credits, rights and residuals are always determined by
minimum basic agreements,203 the Swedish equivalent appear as not having the same kind of
industrial leverage. Nonetheless, the lack of deeper knowledge and expertise of contractual
negotiations renders screenwriters dependent on those with the know-how necessary to
engage with the juridical apparatus of the film and television industries. As argued by
Sundstedt:

It does not matter how professional you are. You cannot determine such things for
yourself. You need – as I have – a publisher and many turn to the Writers Guild. […]
Otherwise you can be fooled. Maybe not the sums for the actual work, but in the next step
[…] it can be incredibly large sums.204

Taking care of the business side of the profession oneself was not expressed as favourable for
career success, as expressed by Karlsson while discussing waiving certain rights in order to
cultivate relationships with employers: “If I would negotiate for myself I would do that
[wavering remuneration rights] all the time, because I am so bad at negotiating.” 205 Enduring
the precariousness of working without representation while building a network of contacts for
potential future work and to become more established presents itself as a journey with many
pitfalls. Paying ones dues for career advancement in this sense becomes a normal feature in
the lives of screenwriters for those not lucky enough to attract representation from early
successes; marking the entry into the Guild by meeting the demands for a membership or
acquiring an agent a moment of huge career importance for delimiting precariousness.
Studying juridical formulations and identifying particular clauses in contracts
which are essential for career advancement and success, thus, becomes important for
individual negotiations by newcomers, as exemplified by Haridi. Identifying a formulation in
a clausal in one of his contracts early in his career concerning protection from any future
additions to the writing credit without his approval, Haridi stressed:
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Early in my career I received a contract with that clausal […] In those days I did not have an
agent, but until then I have always been like: ‘But I want that clausal! I had it before. I want that
too.’ […] but I understood later that… that clausal perhaps was not […] a standard clausal [in
contracts for feature film].206

Such a clausal is usually included in contracts, but it is often ambiguously formulated with
only a directive encouraging “good practice,” meaning that it is up to the producer to decide
the final writing credit. Learning it the hard way through early experiences with the
diffusiveness of the crediting system in Swedish film production can be understood as a trial
by fire, where the expected outcome can be read as the establishment of confidence of oneself
as a screenwriter and towards the legal apparatus of the film and television industries.

Regarding the abilities of screenwriters to attract job offers by the strength of their repute begs
the question: by what features are they considered for certain levels of rewards and rights?
Contractual agreements can vary considerably depending on a myriad of factors stretching
from the prospects of the perceived project, production costs, being hired to adapt a novel (a
previous copyright), as a head writer, as an episode writer, as a script editor, a company
paying for a script or a draft originated from a writer, the time span the writer is hired etc. 207
Considered most rewarding for career success is to be credited as a solitary writer and, thus,
holding the copyright to a script or draft, meaning that the rights to exploitation (payment for
being translated into another medium and receiving a portion of the income, i.e. royalty) is
sold to a producer through a concession agreement, but still retaining moral rights (protecting
the script from violation of the artistic integrity in the adaption to film or television and being
rightfully credited for ones work).208 In short: holding the copyright to a script can result in
more material remuneration, protection from being replaced and from diverting or changing
the final script without the consent of the writer. However, it naturally depends on the skills
and abilities of their negotiators. As will become evident, retaining rights to a copyright to the
script after rights to exploitation are sold is not only economically favourable, but also for
establishing a sense of becoming a “primary creator.”
With that said, material remuneration and royalty are determined on an individual
basis. The apparent lack of set conditions or general conceptions for how much certain
previous recognition, such as awards, award nominations, previous commercial successes etc.,
206
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can decide contractual terms, instead makes the conditions for material remuneration and
credit into individual processes of negotiation depending on the strength and abilities of their
juridical representation, but also on the brand name of the screenwriter.209 In the absent of any
statistical overview of patterns of remuneration, the president of the Guild Susin Lindblom
nonetheless argued that status, previous successes and noted professionalism by industrial
reputation are the most common features for acquiring more favourable rewards. 210
Consequently, building a reputation of being professional, skilful in a particular genre, writing
style is not only vital for being hired, but also potentially resulting in more favourable
contractual agreements.
As indicated above, the economic capacities of companies as well as the
investments made on a particular project also influences the chances of being paid more
favourably, making larger and prolific companies more attractive for screenwriters to
establish contact with. Arguably, companies more able to fund projects become important for
screenwriters not only in terms of remuneration, but also about increasing the chances of
receiving another (or the first) writing credit. However, as will be discussed later, subjugation
to the preferences of companies who are considered as favourable for an individual career for
networking purposes or for the project itself by waiving certain rights to their work is a
strategy for career advancement that is not uncommon or shunned.
At a general level, alternating between individual and collaborative work requires
screenwriters not only to deal with comments from a multitude of directions, but also to
manage the stress of keeping deadlines of several projects and pleasing producers and
financiers (those holding the economic decision rights). Talking about themselves as
appreciating and revelling in the collaborative side of their work of meeting people “to have
fun with,” there is, nonetheless, an experienced wariness in merging individuals together
through a juridical apparatus, where economic gains are argued to take centre stage. Gradvall
made this most evident: “I think that it is so extremely gruelling to have a certain kind of
discussion with an appellee, as it is called sadly enough. […] it’s just bad. It’s just bad.”211
Gaining more contact networks and relationships with producers and companies in an
“economy of favours,” would, if we follow Ursell’s understanding of the UK television
industry (explained in 2.1.), with a history of successful collaborations result in more
favourable remuneration. In subchapter 3.1., previous relationships were indicated as primary
209
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sources of finding work and improving the chances of a constant work flow. Even though
developing longstanding professional relationships are usually argued as important practices
for any freelancer for career success;212 friendly and productive collaborations spanning
several projects was not testified as necessarily leading to improved contractual terms by
several respondents. Instead employer relationships were argued to continuously being renegotiated through each new project-specific contract; consequently, waving off any
suggestions made that the juridical apparatus favours previous lucrative collaborations.
Putting it bluntly, Gradvall argued: “You start from scratch all the time. […] when it comes to
money it is as if you have never worked before.” Karlsson said: “it’s a matter of negotiation
for every project. [...] if you have more experience and a more selling name or whatever it
might be… you can negotiate a higher salary.”213 Thus, the reliance on previous relationships
is not understood as necessarily disarming the management of employment risks.
As mentioned in subchapter 3.1.2, the development of a script is a process of
negotiation of interpreting comments, of not overstating ones creative stakes and of
“disinvestment” from the script; however, when perceiving it from a perspective of being
reimbursed for work the script becomes a contested ground. Not in terms of influencing the
resulting film or television series with personal ideas, but how contributions to its conception
is to be understood and rewarded. Attributed to the sometimes missing clauses and confusion
of how work is to be credited, may lead to arbitrary decisions and suggestions. Because of the
importance of screen credits protecting rights to formal credit it becomes a pressing issue as,
according to Caves, “the producer and director, interacting with the writer who prepares the
script, have an incentive to meddle in the process enough to claim a writing credit.” 214
Lacking the legal control over their scripts, the translation process accentuates issues of
authorship in terms of being rightfully credited.215 Such intrusion and combativeness over the
writing credit necessitates building professional confidence. As argued by Karlsson: “when
they during editing are writing the credits you can get a call: ‘How do you think that it should
read? […] do you think that we should include this person? Because he contributed and wrote
one scene.”216 Delimiting such precariousness and juridical ambiguity by approaching each
new job by expressing clarity of who is supposed to write the script and coming to an early
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agreement of how her work should be credited (as screenwriter, co-writer, dramaturge etc.)
was argued by her as the lesson learnt from such situations.
Attributed to problems of temporal coordination in film making and the time
urgency of “the impetus given by the conviction of key participants,” negotiations and signing
of contracts most often occur simultaneously with the start of work on a project. 217 What this
means for screenwriters is that collaborations could potentially develop into a hotspot for
brewing resentment and conflict that could hurt the working relationship, the project itself
and, thus, resulting in negative repute. Establishing a certain amount of distance in terms of
emotional investment towards the business side of the profession was expressed as an
important feature for authoring their careers. Therefore, the importance of investing in agents,
publishers or relying on the Guild to fight their juridical battles for them becomes paramount
to facilitate work and future relationships. Sundstedt made this propagated necessity in favour
of managing emotions and personal conduct most evident by arguing that:

The reason why I have a publisher is to avoid conflicts. When the contract is being
written you work as if you were best friends, but you know that at the same time they,
producers, we are in negotiations and I act as if I am not part of the negotiations at all.
But of course those who negotiate for me call me every day and says things. […] They
fight for their cause. I fight for my cause, but I won’t do it face-to-face. You could think
that that is cowardice, but there is so much effort that is made and energy that is wasted
that you might become enemies as a result of it. So, what I try to do is to divide up all that
and see it as a natural state.218

Thus, it seems to be two trajectories in play during collaborations that are preferably kept
separate. On the one hand there is the “ideal” work ethic that is supposed to be maintained
through the respect of the power dynamics to facilitate being regarded as professional (i.e. renegotiation of discourses informing professional roles). On the other there is a juridical
negotiation process that is expected to be separate from the collaboration in order to receive
“good pay” and manage emotions. In short: both trajectories strive towards a sense of “good
work” through processes of career authoring. Similarly, producer Jenny Gilbertsson stressed
the importance of creating such a divide by relying on juridical representation separate from
the collaboration: “we need to work together and that should not be disturbed by a lot of fuss,
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but instead focus on the content and the project.”219 As these two trajectories of negotiation
take place, the core of the relationship informing the creation and re-creation of professional
identity seems to be somewhere in between; consequently, affecting work, identity and
ultimately the developing product, which is at the centre of the relation of this interplay. In
that sense, they are not two separate “worlds” coincidently intersecting, but are integral parts
of the whole in the creation of a screenwriter identity and informed practice. The importance
to keep these two negotiation trajectories separate can also be read as a necessary mind-set of
keeping the creative drive alive in light of their general dislike of the “intrusion” of the
business side.

3.2.2. “Good work” under fire? - Challenging ideal
normativity in negotiations for work
Generally being in favour for what conditions “good work” in terms of rewards and rights to
their work, there are; however, industrial practises that reinforce discourses that divert their
attention away from such normative ideas. The increasingly more common practice for
production companies to not remunerate certain script costs for freelance screenwriters who
are promised greater rewards in the future has become a problem of high priority for the
Guild. They actively encourage their members to decline such offers by reminding them of
their rights, especially material and moral rights to everything that they write for employers. 220
According to a recent survey made by the Federation of Screenwriters, this is a pan-European
issue as it has become standard practice for European production companies to not remunerate
for drafts and rewrites.221 For every encounter with an employer who makes such suggestions,
it is advised that they instead demand that a contract is signed for exactly how and for what
particular task that they will be reimbursed. In order to prevent younger and more
inexperienced screenwriters, who are deemed as the ones more receptive to such propositions
and freelance discourses of how to make it in the cultural industries, the Guild frequently
visits screenwriting classes to inform students of the dangers of such practices as well as their
juridical support.222 That is, cementing a sense of “good work” and echoing the charter and
policies formulated by the Federation of Screenwriters in Europe expressing a pan-European
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cry for more tolerable condition for writers. The same sort of propagations can also be found
in the membership magazine and on a social media group for screenwriters such as
“Manusöl.” Consequently, framing this as an encouragement of what constitutes “good work”
in a Swedish context. An important document for cultivating collegiality and establishing
discourses of ideal normativity, the generalisation of “Producers” in the magazine as doublefaced Januses whom the solicitors of the Guild frequently “slaps on the wrists six times out of
five,”223 becomes a figure of dishonesty and greed, effectively informing members to be on
their guard and to rely and trust the juridical support of the Guild. Furthermore, vigorously
propagating increased rights, the former chairman of the Writers Guild called out: “give us
satisfactory credit in the context of film and television. […] Appreciate us! And value us for
our services!”224 Similarly, the following quote was posted on the Facebook page “Manusöl”
addressing the increasing problem of the industries inclination for suggesting writing
speculative scripts (i.e. unsolicited written material also known as spec scripts that are not
initially remunerated):
Dear colleges: don’t do it! The possibilities to receive better deals in the future is lowered for
every spec script that is being written. The false perception that we can write without
remuneration must not be established. If you are in a situation where it is impossible to refuse a
spec job; for God’s sake make sure to have a super strong contract, which returns the risk you
take. […] But preferably – Say no to spec.225

Telling and exchanging stories are within the work worlds of film and television production
important for industrial reflexivity by serving the cultivation of worker identities, where trade
stories, according to Caldwell, “have long been a source of knowledge and a form of
pedagogy intended to help assistants and trainees master their specialised crafts in unions and
guilds.”226 Belonging to the various genres informing practitioners of how to understand
themselves and their possibilities for career advancement are cautionary tales. Trade stories
of producers withholding certain remuneration rights, directors and producers hijacking the
rights to writing credit by contractual negotiations after the involvement of a screenwriter is
over and of being “swindled” became regular topics of conversation during the seminar and
the interviews. Even though the sometimes exposed position of screenwriters was a sensitive
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subject and not everyone found it natural or comfortable to discuss such issues in any greater
detail with an outsider and to tell of personal experiences, the reality of such behaviours were
not neglected and overshadowed with appraisal of employers’ and collaborators’ high sense
of moral or with a shrug of the shoulder as “that is just the way it works,” but with a strong
distaste of foul play. Cultivation sites such as the seminar series provided an environment
where many such stories were told with a strong sense of industrial contempt; however,
without furious name dropping. In contrast to the function of reputation as an essential tool
for navigating and calculating in the myriad of potential employers and collaborators,
cautionary tales have a pedagogical function of “boundary and turf marking,”227 that becomes
essential for industrial reflexivity and building professional confidence for screenwriters.
For example: Gradvall was one of the most outspoken respondents who felt no need to sugarcoat her experiences and drew a gloomy picture of the main incentive behind such practices:
Credit is money. If you are the originator of the script…It is then how it should be divided when
it will be aired on TV when there is so much money. That is, the compensation. […] one
problem that happened to me […] because the director […] wants preferably to get his percent
when the film does well … So he had agreed to receive lower income during the script process,
when he should attend meeting and such. But of course, it was difficult for him to manage, so he
[…] wanted screenwriting credit to share the script with me so that he could get money from the
producer and say: But I worked on the script. But then he is taking my money. So then we sat
over there [pointing towards a table further away], I and the director, and I said: No way! You
will not get a fucking… you will not get a goddam thing. And that’s just zero tolerance. I think
that it is just shameless. I get so mad at such things. […] Yeah. Credit is money. 228

Trade stories such as the one illustrated above are many and become an important ritual of
self- and collective oppositional rhetoric of projecting themselves as exposed creatives with
the right and ability to resist. “Knowing your rights” became a mantra consistently repeated in
the interviews and in their membership magazine and was not deemed as a short cut to being
perceived as difficult to work with by employers per se, but as essential for building
professional confidence as it informs mind-sets of how to understand and approach each new
job offer and collaborator. The re-telling of such cautionary tales and propagations of rights
and encouragements of their importance to the development of content arguably becomes
guidelines for career trajectories and the experience gained from such situations also
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strengthens and endorse collective standpoints and attitudes. However, this expressed need to
cultivate a mind-set of normality in screenwriting practice are at odds with experienced
necessities for “making it” as a screenwriter by subjugating oneself to those with employment
as their most valuable resource.
While discouraging exploitative industrial practices in one breath, most
screenwriters did not condemn or problematize themselves settling for less pay or waiving
certain rights in order to facilitate career success, to which there seemed to be no professional
shame in accepting or pushing for such contractual agreements. This could be read in two
ways. Either that there is an artistic driving force behind working for less to increase the
chances of getting a particular project made and reinforcing a particular career persona. As
exemplified by Sundstedt when discussing his personal stakes in the production of The New
Man (Den Nya Människan, 2007, Klas Härö) it became evident that he was not primarily
concerned with making money per se or exercising authority. Instead it was expressed as a
way to facilitate the development of what had the potential to become a “quality” film, which
would counter the dominating mainstream and commercially focused cinema in Sweden.
Guided by his personal taste and his identification with this “counter movement,” he argued
that he did not make claims as he normally would during negotiations. 229 On the other hand,
not primarily concerned with “art for art’s sake,” some instead framed strategies of working
for less pay within discourses of the necessity of establishing visibility in the industry by
receiving a writing credit. For example, while discussing the importance of not overstating
one’s position by demanding more pay than is feasible Lundström argued that:
I think that you should have one goal and that is to get things made. […] I know of so many
who work in this business who make a living from writing and making stuff, but never get
anything produced. You have to get things produced to really advance. […] [To that end] you
should not think so much about pennies other than that you should not sign agreements that are
inadequate.230

In both readings, the difficulty of financing projects and the need to ultimately facilitate the
production of projects to the best of their abilities (however slim they might be) for
continuous industrial visibility were acknowledged as the primary reasons for accepting or
suggesting agreements that are not economically favourable. According to Caves, accepting
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deals for lower income are sometimes informed by such career considerations, taste or the
reinforcement of a persona (such as Sundstedt), which effectively rejects career choices
simply guided by economic maximisation.231 Worth restating is that almost all of the
interviewed screenwriters did not express any difficulty of finding work today as they had
established and earned a name for themselves. That is, having reached a level of integration
and experience in their respective areas of preference (film, television or other) that increased
the chances of a constant work flow. Therefore, working for less pay on one of several other
projects appeared not to be regarded as particularly damaging to their careers, but as an
investment for the future. Propagations of having the right to be proportionately paid for ones
work was therefore easier to make, but as will be evident below, there is also a relatively
strong sense among screenwriters that one has to pay their dues before gaining some form of
stability or security in their careers in terms of lesser pay.

While there are tendencies for accepting lower pay to gain professional relevance and
visibility in some circumstances, there are some who choose to work for no material
remuneration what so ever during the initial stages of writing. That begs the question: is it
entirely free? A common industrial practice is to ask screenwriters to write speculative scripts
for several stages; maybe starting with a synopsis, than a draft of a couple of pages for a film
or television series. Important to stress here is that it is not only younger and inexperienced
writers who are offered to write on spec, but also the more established screenwriters
interviewed for the present study confessed that this was not an uncommon suggestion. It is
necessary to distinguish between ideas brought to companies by screenwriters and suggestions
made by companies to write on spec, where the latter is an industrial practice that was
unisonally discredited by all the interviewed. According to both Lindblom and producer
Gilbertsson, smaller companies are more inclined to encourage screenwriters to invest their
work effort for free on ideas pitched to screenwriters. Ideally, for each new stage of writing a
new contractual formulation of reimbursement for a synopsis, treatment, a draft and a full
script should be negotiated as an employer determines whether or not the development will
continue;232 however, by not involving any such apparatus at all during the initial stages of
development juridical processes can be sidestepped. Not necessarily framed by those
confessing of having worked “on spec” for producers as entirely free (even though the work,
time and effort offered is), but within discourses of an “economy of favours,” or quid pro quo
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relationships established by social contracts,233 where the reward is expressed as “a way to get
in contact with people”234 in return for offering their services. Moreover, it is also stressed as a
way to increase one’s chances of being formally hired to continue developing the script
currently in development, which involves at least some form of material remuneration and a
writing credit. Consequently, such expressions of career authoring are conceptualised as a
way of “pitching” oneself and attracting the attention of employers by showcasing
commitment and writing abilities. However, this “economy of favours,” in Ursell’s terms, in
the discourse of freelance work presents itself as promises and levels of trust in employers’
sense of moral obligation as systems of high occupational risk, making it difficult to ensure
that one is not really working for free.
Discussing her career trajectory Gidfors is a telling example of this industrial
practice and how it is framed and cultivated by some as a rite of passage for those
inexperienced screenwriters trying to find their way into the film and television industries.
Not gaining the necessary popularity with her projects nor attracting as many job offers as
needed to work full time, she argued that such career choices in the long run aided her own
career advancement by being able to build webs of contacts and proving her abilities to
employers. Now occupying a full time position at one of the most prolific production
companies in Sweden (Tre vänner) with whom she developed a professional relationship with
over the years, Gidfors subjects’ new and inexperienced screenwriters to the same patterns of
exploitation without problematizing it as a structure creating and re-creating exploitation and
self-exploitation. She theorized such career choices and industrial practices as:
Definitively a way to get in contact with people. That’s how it is. Now I occupy a position
where there are young people coming here and sending proposals […] I do not have a bad
conscience for saying: that is a really exiting idea, could you give me five pages? And […] they
don’t get money for it. Instead, I ask them to work on spec or develop something. Because that
is how you have to treat people when there are so many. How are they, how do they work, how
do they write, what is their language like? Sure, someone came with a brilliant idea, but that is
all I know. I have to get to know that person more.235
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The practice itself as presented by Gidfors, is framed in terms of lowering the company’s own
risks of hiring talent by making screenwriters audition for them to determine the level of
professionalism, willingness and abilities of cooperation with others and dealing with
comments. Pushing expenses away from development to production is not uncommon (see
subchapter 2.3.) and make producers more inclined to pay when a draft is taking form and
some of the uncertainties of the product are lowered and distinguishable as well as reducing
costs.236 Blaming the current state of film production in Sweden and the prevalent anxiousness
of not making any profits, producer Gilbertsson stressed: “you have to be able to describe
your idea on spec. […] screenwriters have to risk that because […] development companies
cannot afford it [to pay for ideas for development by screenwriters]. […] I don’t think that
you should spend money on that.”237
Making sense of this industrial practice, Gidfors framed it within a much larger
industrial context extending beyond the realm of screenwriters and into that of the anonymous
freelance work force of production assistants working for no pay and striving to distinguish
themselves. Using her producer colleges at Tre vänner, who evidently first began their careers
from such humble beginnings, as telling examples of the possibilities of succeeding if one is
ready to excel and sweat out such trade pain. According to Caldwell, the function of “making
it sagas” from the bottom-up in the film and television industries such as these, effectively
become repetition and re-affirmation of discourses of self-exploitation;238 consequently,
keeping this practice alive and outside the curriculum of the cultivation of an idea of “good
work” informed by the ideal powers of collective activism in the screenwriting community.
Attempts of mapping the successfulness of such expressions of self-exploitation in
any greater detail exceeds the scope of the present study. However, in terms of the wishful
hopes of those who willingly confessed of subjugating themselves to such industrial practices
it is the feeling of getting a foot in the door, starting a relationship with an employer, learning
the craft and earning your stripes which seem to matter. Authoring one’s career, thus, seems
to involve the sense of becoming a “real” screenwriter who is willing to go the extra mile for
being given the opportunity to have an outlet for their creative drive. Consequently, coming to
terms with their subjugation to the preferences of employers and the re-creation of discourses
of self-exploitation are essential features for career advancement until one has reached a state
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of industrial integration where work flow become more consistent and rights and more
favourable material remuneration can be acquired.

Our comprehension so far might portray screenwriters as henpecked by the necessities of
employers and predominantly working for hire by lending their craftsmanship to projects
suggested by producers; however, working for free should not be mainly understood as solely
about bewilderingly subjugating oneself to potential employers. Being able to successfully
manage one’s own risk going into a project without any juridical arrangements, Söderlund,
who was one of the most enterprising of the interviewed, had developed a counter measure for
dealing with the precariousness of writing for spec on ideas pitched to him:
There are a couple of producers who are tricky when it comes to money […] sometimes a
producer calls me and says: ‘I have an idea. What do you think? Would you be able to do a
series about this, this and this?’ Often I say: ‘You know what? I will write five pages of how I
would do it and I do that for free.’ And there is a reason for that. Then I keep all the rights. If
they order a synopsis from me for five pages, then they get all the rights so to speak. […] then
they often say: ‘But we can pay you later’. And then I say it like this: ‘No! I want to see if we
can agree upon something first and then I write five pages for free. And that is because I do not
want to sell good ideas that won’t lead anywhere. […] I work for free, but then it is a […]
conscious strategy from my part.239

Important to note here is that the idea itself (as pitched to a screenwriter) is not protected by
copyright according to Swedish law, but only when the written material has reached a
threshold of originality (a work that is adequately original to warrant copyright protection)
such rights automatically belongs to the originator.240 Not wanting “to sell great ideas that
later won’t lead to anything” he therefore seizes the initiative by not allowing oneself to work
for the employer per se on that particular idea. Thus, Söderlund puts himself as a screenwriter
in a position of power over potential collaborators until rights for exploitation are sold. As
mentioned in subchapter 3.1.2., developing projects on their own is not uncommon in order to
gain an outlet for their own ideas and with the prospect of more authorial leverage over their
scripts. In a sense, these speculative scripts become bargaining tools for career advancement
and frames copyright as one of the most valuable resources that screenwriters can utilize to
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possibly gain funding for developing a script and receive more favourable rewards in the
future. As will become evident in subchapter 3.3., holding on to their copyright potentially
grants them more decision rights, because a script originated from a screenwriter cannot be
altered in such a way that it violates the artistic integrity of the originator if the rights for
exploitation are sold (if such a clause and formulation is included in the contract that is)241 and
they can more fully inhabit the ideal role of a “primary creator”. As will also be discussed,
there are other ways of exercising more authorial leverage over content than by juridical
means.
However, because of the persistent attempts of lowering risks by making films on
strong and well-known brand such as adaptations,242 original scripts are considered by
producers as more difficult to finance. As stressed by Gilbertsson: “the more films that are not
successful the more overanxious everyone become. […] nowadays no one makes films that
are not based on a book, basing it on a brand or phenomenon or something like that. […] it
has to be something that people know of.”243 This means that few original scripts by
screenwriters to which they can hold stronger copyright claims to can be produced, making it
essential for screenwriters to find other platforms where their ideas can be realised. For
example: television.

3.2.3.Conclusion
In conclusion, arguably the professional lives of screenwriters involve more than just writing
and networking. For processes of career authoring, the juridical realities informing the design
of career strategies are essential for our understanding of the profession. There are several
practices of becoming visible and relevant in the film and television industries that concerns
contractual negotiations. Strategies of accepting lower wages and waiving certain rights (for
example by writing on spec or relieving economic stress from producers to get projects made)
to gain professional relevance and visibility is argued as sometimes essential for career
advancement and building professional relationships. To that end, the importance of paying
ones dues by writing for spec or for less pay to learn the craft and create contact spaces as
well as to gain knowledge of how to represent oneself to the best of ones abilities until being
integrated enough to gain legal representation become essential traits of authoring a career.
This re-affirms discourses of exploitation and self-exploitation, i.e. “disinvestment.” Essential
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for processes of authoring ones career is also to strive towards being rightfully reimbursed for
ones work and to retain certain rights by establishing a sense of professional confidence;
however, that aspiration is only fulfilled by reaching a level of integration that increases the
chances of a constant work flow. However, disinvesting themselves from certain
remuneration rights by writing on spec also puts the screenwriter in an advantageous
bargaining position vis à vis the producer to potentially exercise more authorial leverage over
content by retaining their copyright. Thus, disinvestment, in this sense, is an investment for
the screenwriter.

3.3. Becoming a “primary creator” - exercising

leverage over television content
So far as our understanding of the authorial position of screenwriters as above-the-line
workers has illuminated the possibilities to influence film and television content, it has been
confined to the development of scripts that are later translated or interpreted by directors and
followed by the subsequent exclusion of the screenwriter from the production and
postproduction process. Concluding that screenwriters are marginalised, invisible and
subjugated to the demands of employers and by themselves through strategies of selfexploitation and disinvestment might leave us with the impression that they are left for the
fate of obscurity and negligence. However, as will become evident in this chapter, moving
further with the understanding that authorship is a technology of the self, acknowledging that
decision rights are a matter of negotiation and abilities as well as that conceptions of authorial
abilities can be reconfigured by the repetition of challenging statements, allows us to consider
screenwriters as being able to become more influential practitioners that reconfigure
traditional conceptions of what it means to be a screenwriter. That is, a sense of becoming
through strategies of management of the self that do not limit their authorial claims to the
script, but extending to the continuous translation and negotiation process of scripts in media
production, i.e. “scripting.” In this subchapter, the analysis of the authorial leverage sought to
be exercised over television content will rely on the discussion made in subchapter 1.2. about
Staiger, Gaut and Maras’ conceptions of authorship.
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3.3.1. A better world than has ever been seen –
writing for television
Blaming the “robustness,” “durability” and “wide application” of the auteur theory for its
impact on academic and industrial discourses of framing, treating and making screenwriting
“invisible and atomised”, Conor argues that screenwriters have: “afforded much less control
and ownership than other above-the-line inputs have enjoyed within a system that has at least
some residual investment in authorship per se.”244 Although her formulation and phrasing
present a gloomy picture of the prospects of screenwriting, this does not have to exclude
claims for increased authorship and ownership over their work per se. As the term “auteur”
and “auteur tradition” haunted the conversations with screenwriters and the inclination to
pinpoint this viable tradition in Swedish film making where directors are prone to write their
own scripts and treated as solitary creators as one of the most pressing threats to the
prominence of screenwriters emphasising themselves as “primary creators,” the exodus to
television was regarded as the principal solution to achieve increased authorial leverage.
Working on the side with self-originated projects for television was a common practice for
almost all of the interviewed and some accepted offered television projects through their
contact networks for this reason.
Television, which is traditionally considered the producer’s medium, is now
considered in the wake of the intensified discussion of “quality TV” and studies of television
production,245 as an opening for screenwriters to be perceived and express themselves as
“primary creators” more fully and become more influential contributors as well as initiators to
projects. In general, European television production of series are mostly helmed by individual
writers overseeing the development and production process; however in comparison to the
American concept of the “showrunner” who is conceived as responsible for both creative
initiatives and the economic considerations, such a seemingly all-encompassing role does not
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yet exist in Europe.246 Drawing parallels to initiatives of legitimising film as a medium of
higher cultural standard by stressing the idea of an auteur, Michael Z. Newman and Elana
Levine, argue that the conceptualisation of the creator of a series as expressing “one vision”
or an individual expression neglects the collaborative nature of television making and the
many contributors in power positions by instead promoting “the notion of individual
authorship within cultures of television production and consumption.”247 The broad use of the
term “showrunner” or propagations of series as individual expressions (either the producer,
screenwriter or creator) serves strategies of legitimising the quality for certain kinds of series
rather than describing actual contributions; consequently, giving rise to the notion of a
television auteur.248 According to Redvall, even though the term itself (“showrunner”) is not
commonly used to describe European television production today it is nonetheless gradually
becoming more frequently used.249 Even though the concept was criticised by all of the
interviewed for its non-applicability to Swedish production culture, the term “showrunner”
was used to conceptualise the idea of a screenwriter as the carrier of the vision. Its usage
could be argued to serve the validation of professional confidence or its connotations of
increased authorial leverage. Broadly defined as the one “who created the series and who
oversees the writing staff” by Robert Del Valle250 and by Alisa Perren as the “intermediaries
who engage with a wide variety of professions during the course of making and marketing a
series,”251 it accentuates a conception that is not far from how some screenwriters are able to
influence television content in Sweden. With that said, the concept of “showrunner” might be
misleading for describing Swedish production culture, as will be illuminated below. It is not
the intention here to advocate the singular authorial expression of screenwriters or to
illuminate in a positivistic manner how they exercise increased authorial leverage over media
content. Rather, the aim is to describe how they attempt to become more influential agents
through various strategies.
Drawing on Staiger’s conceptualisation of authorship as a matter of contextually
sanctioned discourses granting individuals the possibility to make “authoring” statements and
Redvall, “A European Take on the Showrunner? Danish Television Drama Production”, 156 & Eva Novrup
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exercise leverage in collaborations, require us to consider how that is manifested in Swedish
television production culture, in this case: SVT. Similar to the production culture of drama
production at DR (which established a notion of “one vision” influenced by American modes
of production),252 the conception of a singular voice or vision at SVT follows a logic that
acknowledges a close collaboration between a screenwriter and a producer. Program director
Christian Wikander at SVT specifies the role of the screenwriter as “the carrier of the vision
[…] that has final say” and that “the responsibility over the content of the whole does not lie
with the director, but with the writer.”253 Therefore, they are allowed to become a more
influential agent in the entire process of making television series by overseeing and
influencing inputs other than their own to ensure continuity and consistency. Whereas the
economic responsibility lies with the producer who together with the screenwriter form the
guiding force behind series developed for SVT, it invites us to consider the relation, using
Redvall’s emphasis, instead to be characterised as a “twin vision.”254 That is not to say that
directors are excluded from any form of decision making, but usually their contribution can be
limited to the specific episodes that they are hired to direct and helming the translation
process of the script of an episode rather than the general responsibility.
Even though screenwriters are granted this institutional mandate which
establishes a contextually specific discourse of the profession that puts them in an elevated
authorial position informing performance, it offers a rather shallow understanding so far. To
what extent are they “the carriers of the vision”? Stressing that “social performance of show
making itself must also be considered to fully understand film and television form,” 255
Caldwell’s approach encourages us to also analyse the social dimensions of how screenwriters
through various rituals and strategies assume the role of “primary creators” or “carriers of the
vision.” If screenwriters are entrusted with a more salient responsibility over a television
series there are some questions that need to be answered: how do they acquire that trust,
through what kind of rituals is that achieved and how is that authorial position manifested
through practice? In terms of how they gain the trust to helm a television series, skills,
experience and portfolio are stressed as determining factors by screenwriters and producers
alike. Similar to Redvall’s account of head writers having “grown up” within a production
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model which trains them as well as gives them the trust to acquire that role,256 almost all of
the interviewed screenwriters who had occupied a position as a head writer for a drama- or
mini-series started out as episode writers in the writers’ rooms of the various soaps and
sitcoms during the 80s and 90s at SVT (the exception was Söderlund). Their previous
experience and skills of writing for television gave them an understanding of the form of
television production necessary and arguably aided the transition to helm a more authorial
position. For example, working on various soaps and as a script girl, researcher and with
casting, Gradvall framed it as vital in terms of “understanding the production, that is,
understanding it as a form of production.”257
In terms of the added value of previous knowledge benefiting the transition,
Haridi remembered his position as an episode writer on the second season of Lundström’s
science fiction series Real Humans and argued that:

Lasse was extremely generous to invite me to the different stages of the production. I was part
of the editing process, even though I wasn’t the head writer, but only an episode writer. […]
Lasse is great in that respect that […] he doesn’t have to protect his own authority, because on
that production he was in charge. He was not afraid to ask for my opinion, because in the end he
was in charge. […] that was something that wish I could become in the future.258

Furthermore, stressing that his subsequent return to television as the head writer for the
thriller series Blå Ögon (Strix Drama, 2014) and helming a writing room consisting of two
other episode writers benefited from his previous knowledge of the production of a “10x60”
(ten episodes of sixty minutes each) whilst gaining more influence because: “Strix had never
produced a 10x60 before, so then I brought with me a great deal of knowledge and we could
therefore organize it in the same way.”259
Although knowledge of the production form and previous work seem to be
contributing factors for gaining the trust to helm a series, there is also the question of how
they are able to exercise that authority. Or more poignantly, how do they attempt to establish
themselves as “the carriers of the vision” able to make such authoring statements in order to
become more influential? Acknowledging this institutionally allocated position of power as
more tangible and authorial, the interviewed screenwriters propagated that it resulted in an
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increased sense of “participation,” “influence” and “gaining increased responsibility” rather
than presenting themselves as wielding solitary authorial control. Consequently, disaffirming
notions of themselves as auteurs. Gradvall stressed:

I find that participation is more important than control. For me, control you associate more with:
that it should be like this. It has to be like this. […] you feel more like a participant if you are
deciding things together or understanding why certain decisions are made. […] I am not
interested in that it must be exactly as I have imagined it or strictly according to my text.
Because that never happens, and it’s totally uninteresting. What is important is the collaboration
and the participation.260

Concurring with similar statements, some also stressed the necessity of differentiating
between projects, such as Karlsson: “it varies from project to project. […] Sometimes it can
be really nice to only write an episode and only use your craftsmanship. Then I have no
interest to be more involved. […] [However], with an original idea […] I have a different
sentiment for the project during a meeting.”261
While acknowledging the collaborative nature of television making, for some of
the interviewed more direct and tangible authority or authorial influence was a poignant
demand, which was expressed as achievable by utilising various strategies to cement a clearer
position as the originator, ensuring that the vision of the project was centralised to themselves
and to become more involved in the subsequent stages of production.
As mentioned in subchapter 3.1.2., pitching is considered a method for attracting
work and showcasing skills. In terms of gaining the trust to helm a television series and to
establish a clear vision that secures a strong position as a “primary creator” the formulation of
the pitch becomes a component in authoring a successful career as a head writer of an original
idea. As William N. Goetzmann, Vicente Pons-Sanz and S. Abraham Ravid theorisation of
script and screen idea sales and negotiation processes of pitching indicates, there are different
features of a pitched project when it comes to the transmission of information, which are more
or less receptive to buyers as they evaluate its chances of becoming a successful film. This
makes the formulation and structure of the pitch as well as the reputation of the screenwriter
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into a communicative process of negotiation and valuation.262 Elaborative pitches featuring
more captivating information for audience visualisation or those that effectively connect it
with previous successful concepts about an idea are estimated in their statistical study of
script sales as more inclined to make buyers become interested in the idea and lead to
purchases and higher prices as it lowers potential risk.263 The reputation and track record of
the screenwriter is also significant in this interplay. This is arguably a more effective approach
to sell ideas and position oneself as having a clear conception of the future project, as will be
illuminated below.
Developing an idea for a television series resulting in the crime mini-series The
Fat and the Angry (Ettor & Nollor, Göta Film, 2014), Söderlund who lacked prior experience
of helming a series of his own, but had worked on two previous series at SVT, approached
SVT as the most suitable for the idea, because of their mission to mirror contemporary
Sweden as well as entertain a domestic audience. His retelling of the pitching session
underscores the above indicated importance of the kind of information transmitted in
conjunction with portfolio when striving for not only attracting financing, but also
establishing as well as signaling a clear and specific vision for increased authorial leverage.
I wanted to get into SVT. […] I had specific method. […] you should not really reveal your
tricks, but I had done a ton of research and I like to take a lot of photographs […] I had sort of
twenty photos, which I put up on a wall and told them the whole story [of the series]. It was
people that I had met and they were like: ‘Wow! This world we have never… who is that
person?’264

Establishing a strong vision and showcasing knowledge of the world that he wanted to mirror,
resulted in a close collaboration with the director Johan Renck and becoming “extremely
involved” in the entire process from production to post-production.
Notwithstanding being a creator of several drama series and establishing a name
for himself, Lundström argued that pitching the science-fiction drama series Real Humans to
SVT necessitated elaborate information, because of the uncertainty of the genre in Sweden.
Stressing the importance of using visual materials that contributed to the written text and to
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clearly establish himself as the originator of the created world was a strategy to make the
project more attractive as well as to exercise increased authorial leverage:

Now when we [Lundström and co-founder of their production company Henrik Widman] work
I find that it’s really good to have visual material actually. […] with Real Humans we did a
much more ambitious presentation. And I find that we really benefited from that. Even though
many might say that: ‘we don’t care about that. We can read text and imagine for ourselves.’ If
you make a nice presentation that looks good it will lie on the boss’s desk and someone walks in
and ask what it is. Then this person in a power positon will feel like it has captured peoples’
interest. […] psychologically that is how it works, and then you are able to make a neat TVseries too. ‘They seem like they are diligent.’265

Also including a booklet with illustrations for the series to give a sense of the tone of the
project, was argued as important to sell the idea and cement him as the “carrier of the vision”.
Having already attached a director for the series, Harald Hamrell, also seemed to have
facilitated the process of selling the idea.
Conceptualised by Macdonald as “their one bargaining chip,” selling an idea is
presented as merely a glimmer of hope of securing a commission and subsequently be
subjugated by “executives.”266 However, in a sense, the information expressed and skills at
display through these pitches described above can be argued to take the form of immaterial
bargaining tools to potential employers or subsidiary administrators with the hope of not only
securing work, expanding webs of contacts, but also potentially increased authorial leverage
by presenting a detailed vision centralised to the screenwriter.
Being the originator of a series and investing time and energy by writing the script
by oneself (as Lundström, Söderlund and Oljelund did) and not establishing a writers’ room
or including any other writers, seemed for most of the interviewed to be a way to “supervise”
and holding on to the ownership and authority over the content of the scripts. Furthermore,
because of the limited allocated resources to development, writers’ rooms were argued to be
too expensive for companies as well as the writers themselves. Important to stress here is that
the series written solitarily were mostly mini-series of two to three episodes each, with the
exception of Lundström who wrote the first season of Real Humans by himself.
Simultaneously celebrating the excitement of collaboration and admitting to the exhaustive
workload that this investment entails, there was still a persistent sense of taking the
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opportunity to establish a position of being the governing individual. As exemplified by
Lundström, he stressed the advantage of centralizing it to himself: “Yeah, it is really hard
work. […] it takes a lot of time and a lot of work. At the same time, if I am alone and write I
understand this world and become swifter [to write the series]. There is a communication
process if you are to hand work over to another writer. It does not work directly.”267

During the interviews there were was an other strategy stressed by Söderlund of how to
exercise increased authorial leverage that instead emphasised juridical knowledge. As argued
by both Conor and Steven Price, it is not only the lack of authorship, but also the lack of
ownership over their work that subjugates screenwriters to the necessities of industrial
systems.268 Once a script is sold to a producer the screenwriter usually have no more control
of the finalisation; however, making sure to retain copyright over ones script presents itself as
a powerful resource for screenwriters to not only increase the protection from distortion, but
also for bargaining for authorial leverage. Deciding to write the series by himself and
retaining his copyright, but also the rights for remakes, Söderlund continued to acknowledge
the importance of copyright for career success. Receiving an offer to sell the remake rights for
a British version by the BBC, he argued that he sold them “extremely cheap” and demanded
to make the remake together with the director to retain authorial leverage and influence. “We
still receive a screenwriting fee and a director’s fee and we get to do whatever we want. We
have total integrity over the project. It is still not certain if it will be made, but you never
know.”269 Irrespectively of their abilities of gaining that amount of authorship, it nevertheless
presents copyright as a potential resource of claiming and bargaining for increased authorial
leverage.
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3.3.2. Expressing authorial leverage beyond the page
Remembering Gaut’s propagations that the specific importance of a co-author and the ability
to make certain decisions have to be agreed upon and not necessarily consistent from project
to project, as well as permitting ourselves to recognise the possibility for authoring statements
that reconfigure professional discourses of authorial leverage, as stressed by Staiger, can help
us consider screenwriters in a different light. Arguing that “it is important to understand that
the head writer is a writer,”270 Wikander as well as most of the interviewed who perceived
screenwriters as centralised around the practice of writing, underscores a rigid conception of
the screenwriter identity that to some degree limits our understanding of the profession. Not
attempting to contend that their core activity is writing, the following section will illuminate
individual endeavours of broadening the scope of their abilities to exercise authorial leverage
beyond the confines of the script.
Increasing the professional status vis-à-vis the film and television industry
through acts of showing “initiative” is a propagation that was repeated in the interviews.
Instead of producers being the originators to screen ideas and hiring screenwriters, Gradvall,
for example, stressed the importance of “taking back the creative initiative” as an individual
as well as a collective strategy to cease being confined to function as a hired hand and instead
becoming creators of media content who choose their own cooperation partners.271 However,
for some, the importance of an ability of initiative in their professional lives was also apparent
when working on television series, where their authorial position were considered to offer
additional legroom for expanding the notion of what sort of tasks and influence that could be
bestowed them.
Refraining from depicting himself or the profession as solely atomised or
subjugated to a rigid division of labour, Lundström emphasised the significance of expressing
investment and interest instead of disinvestment concerning their involvement in collaborative
processes:
The only thing that I have learned as a screenwriter is that you have to choose what sort of
control you want. […] Showing commitment awards you responsibility. Show that you know
film production. […] that takes some time, but when you know all the stages of production, then
you may showcase commitment more adequately. Then you get more responsibilities.
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Christian Wikander, program director at SVT, interview, 2015-04-07.
Pia Gradvall, screenwriter, interview, 2015-02-27.
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Eventually you are involved during the editing too. On the set you have nothing to do, because
there it is a state of war. […] You cannot change anything there.272

Thus, earning the trust by expanding ones knowledge of the production process besides
writing, was believed to grant the trust needed to become more involved and influential in
other collaborative decisions. Allowing oneself to “betray” the script in the sense of
disinvestment when production starts is not necessarily a choice made by everyone, but such
continuous involvement beyond the page necessitates a justification why that should be
granted. Being the originator of the mini-series Fröken Frimans Krig (SVT, 2013, 2015) and
writing it alone, Oljelund became the reference point for many other departments and
contributors. With that said, she stressed the importance of respecting the autonomy and
know-how of the various departments that she preferred to become involved in, for example,
the costume department and editing. Benefiting from her earlier experience and knowledge of
participating in the editing room on previous projects, she argued that her ability to contribute
to the editing process could be further motivated. However, Oljelund only expressed interest
in certain aspects of the production.
I feel like that throughout the entire process that I don’t become involved where nothing has to
do with the story or the characters. […] there are a million of things that I don’t care about. […]
in the editing room the focus is the characters and the story […] it’s great to have the writer in
the editing room, because there the story is told again […] there your professional skills are
great.273

Adjusting her involvement to where she argues that her own craftsmanship is considered to
best contribute to the collaborative process of making the series, Oljelund also accentuated the
most contributing factor to receiving the necessary trust of increased involvement by
establishing a close collaboration with a producer and to work “with people who are
interested to include you in another capacity and the ability to choose. […] I have tried to go
in that direction.”274 This should not be understood as a way to receive additional credits other
than their own writing credits, but to emphasise the specific importance of oneself as an
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Lars Lundström, screenwriters, interview, 2015-02-11.
Pernilla Oljelund, screenwriter, interview, 2015-04-28.
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influential co-author that have the possibilities and abilities to some extent “determine the
artistic properties”275 of television content.
Contrary to Oljelunds more selective approach towards expanding the notion of
the authorial leverage granted to screenwriters, Haridi expressed a more expansive strategy of
gaining an increased sense of involvement. This mind-set of emphasising the perceived
importance of the screenwriter to make a distinguishable contribution and expanding the
professional toolkit by learning how to perform certain tasks, understand specific terminology
outside of screenwriting, technical specificities and possibilities was most poignantly
expressed by Haridi:

I have always had the ambition to sort of [have] a showrunner-esque function and therefore I
have always sought to develop myself in as many areas that is possible, because as a
showrunner you really have to understand everything and know so much more than an ordinary
screenwriter. […] maybe I have been very methodical to learn all aspects of production. We had
optional subjects at DI [Dramatiska Insitutet, currently StDH] […] so I organised an editing
course with the editing teacher, because I wanted to learn how to edit in the Avid. […] since I
know how to edit I know how you can do it, but I also know how to not do it. So, I don’t give
any editing comments that are not possible. […] if you know that and you know how to express
yourself, then it is easier to gain that trust to be included during the editing process. The major
reason why I have been so involved is because I know all the aspects of film production. But
then I am also curious so I speak with cinematographers and directors and ask them tons of
questions. ‘How many slates a day can you make? Okay, why did it take so long that day?’ And
to sort of keep track of… I always read the daily notifications, I always read the script report
and I always look at the dailies. So I think that that is how to so sort of earn a trust.276

Claims for entrance and membership in the continuous process of translating the script during
production and postproduction of television making, accentuates and motivates the position of
the writer in the “scripting” process as a vital contributor. Instead of merely conceiving the
script as an expressive object in transformation in order to not separate it nor the screenwriter
from media making per se, the strategies of the above mentioned screenwriters accentuates
processes of reconfiguring their abilities of influence and become a significant co-author
beyond the confines of the script. Although, that significance is based on the foundation laid
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by writing the script. Through such a reconfiguration they are seemingly being conceived and
conceiving themselves as being able to act.

While the pride of the efforts made to devote extended periods of time on their projects
working outside of the compensation for writing the script in order to make “excellent”
content, it was not expressed as without its hardships. Oljelund stressed that: “If you want to
take it easy and make more money then you leave it and move on. […] I only get a little extra
on Fröken Friman, because I do so much, but basically it’s like working for free. But I do it
because I want it to be good.”277 For Haridi, it was also a matter of doing “good work,” but
additionally it was about planning ahead for his career trajectory: ”I invest that time and
energy even though I don’t get paid for it, because I have some sort of plan that it will pay off
in the long run.”278 Thus, seemingly not only referring to gaining further skills to express more
authorial leverage, but also benefiting in terms of prestige and industrial recognition, which is
argued by Banks as a natural consequence of being able to express statements of “artistic and
creative control.”279 Consequently, the investment made in overseeing and influencing the
transformation process becomes an expression of self-exploitation that were deemed as
necessary for establishing oneself as a “primary creator” or “the carrier of the vision” and
gaining industrial recognition.

Albeit, institutionally mandated, these individual strategies of authoring their careers in terms
of exercising leverage over television content, presents an image of a profession that is not
solely henpecked or atomised, but expressing themselves through authoring statements to
reconfigure conceptions about themselves as “primary creators” or “the carrier of the vision”
more fully.
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3.3.3. Conclusion
Pursuing a more distinguished position as a “primary creator” and being able to exercise
greater authorial leverage over media content, writing for television as “the carrier of the
vision” for a television series presents itself as a way to accentuate screenwriters as abovethe-line practitioners with increased authorship over their work. In terms of career authoring,
gaining access to television as a head writer by either being offered the job or developing an
idea for a series originated from oneself sold through an attractive pitch yields individual
legroom for taking advantage of the institutionally mandated position at SVT to become more
involved in the production and postproduction process. Writing the script alone and being the
originator of a series can be understood as a strategy of cementing a sense of being the
governing individual to whom all further contributions must relate and acknowledged as a
significant contributor. Furthermore, the strategies discussed of becoming more involved in
the process of television making beyond the confines of the script necessitates building a trust
with other co-authors and/or knowledge of how tasks other than writing can be performed.
That is, being perceived as able to make certain authoring statements concerning other aspects
of television making that are not bound to screenwriting, but to the translation process of the
“vision” of the screenwriter. This underscores attempts to reconfigure traditional conceptions
of screenwriters’ abilities to influence and accentuate a more prominent role as significant coauthor. To that end, characterising screenwriters as atomised and afforded less authorial
leverage presents an image of a profession with limited abilities of autonomy. As have been
illuminated through the lived experiences of some of the interviewed screenwriters presented
here, making authoring statements extending traditional perceptions of their abilities to
influence content broaden our understanding of their strategies for career success.
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4. Conclusion – results, the
usability of “career authoring”
and future research
The aim of this study was twofold. First, to investigate how the impermanence of contract
work affects the working lives, self-perceptions and career strategies of Swedish screenwriters
of finding and keeping work. Second, to explore how screenwriters experience their abilities
to exercise more authorial leverage over media content.
In order to consider the various aspects of the micro-social realities of how screenwriters
actualise themselves in relation to the contingencies of working in the film and television
industries, the concept, “career authoring,” was introduced as a fruitful analytical tool for
studying strategies for career success. The concept combines neo-Foucaldian understandings
of managing oneself to the conditions of labour markets with understaindings of authorship as
a technology of the self, informing possibilities to make “authoring statements.” In addition,
the concept also considers degrees of authorship as a matter of negotiation and individual
capabilities, film and television making as a form of “scripting” acknowledging screenwriting
as conjoined in the creation process and insights from contract theory in order to contemplate
issues of ownership. Accentuating processes of simultaneous subjugation and autonomy as
well as reaffirming and reconfiguring traditional conceptions of screenwriters’ abilities to
express authorial leverage over content, the facets of designing strategies were summed up in
the verb “authoring” a career. The usefulness of the concept of “career authoring” is that it
embraces various mind-sets and strategies of how to present oneself as a screenwriter. Not
only can the concept cover aspects of managing a career through entrepreneurial strategies,
establishing a sense of authorship and contractual negotiations. In addition, it allows us to
acknowledge the balancing act between subjugation to discourses informing their
occupational role and individual autonomy. Moreover, not limiting our understanding to
illusional homogeneities, “career authoring” illuminates the various ways screenwriters
express themselves when they author their careers. It assists in our understanding of the
profession as it allows a wider scope of performativity, rather than inhibiting false
homogeneity.
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The conclusions drawn concerning the first aim of the study were that the contingency of the
Swedish film and television industries necessitates precautionary measures of building an
attractive portfolio, being concerned with one’s industrial visibility, receiving new writing
credits in order to be perceived as relevant and attractive as well as consistent information
seeking activities of companies and collaborators. Other means of authoring a successful
career are also to conform to discourses of a division of labour, to respect comments on the
script and to “disinvest” in the project once production starts in order to be perceived as
professional.
It cannot be stressed enough that the juridical apparatus of the film and television
industries has profound influence on screenwriters’ self-perceptions and strategies for career
success. Authoring a successful career in terms of the ideal normativity stressed by the
Writer’s Guild of Sweden is to gain the confidence and representation to demand being
rightfully reimbursed for ones work and to retain certain rights. Striving for professional
relevance, industrial visibility and to build professional relationships by receiving writing
credits necessitate for some individual to work for less pay. Before being integrated enough to
gain full legal representation by the Writer’s Guild or attract other forms of representation,
authoring a career then necessitates reaffirmations of exploitation and self-exploitation by
paying dues by learning self-representation, working for less pay and to writing on spec.
When one loses full ownership over a script once it is sold, further claims for authorship in
the project become increasingly more complex. The study showed that strategies of retaining
full copyright when writing on spec can become a bargaining tool for reaching an agreement
with a potential employer concerning the properties of the script written, thus putting the
screenwriter in a more favourable bargaining position.

The second aim of the study was to illuminate how screenwriters are able to exercise authorial
leverage over content. Being confident enough within the boundaries of screenwriting
discourse to critically evaluate comments from others and to ostensibly yield to suggestions
and instead accentuate one’s position as an authority is a strategy to exercise authorial
leverage over content. However, such authorial leverage is confined to the script and
subsequent influence becomes limited, at least in terms of writing for film. Hardly coming as
a surprise for some readers, there is a considerable difference between writing for television
and writing for film, which may explain why many of the interviewees strived to gain the
institutionally mandated authorial leverage encouraged at SVT for head writers. Distinguished
as “carrier of the vision,” the aspirations of more fully becoming a “primary creator” than is
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often possible when writing for film yields individual legroom for strategies of accentuating
that positon further. Cementing the television series to oneself by formulating an elaborative
and attractive pitch as well as writing the scripts alone (and retaining copyright), were
expression of gaining a more salient authority and ownership of the script. Building a trust
with other co-workers to become more involved in the process of television making and/or
gaining knowledge of certain tasks outside of screenwriting in order to make informed
comments, were argued as ways to make authoring statements that reconfigure traditional
conceptions of their abilities of influence and contribution. That is, accentuating a more
prominent role as a significant co-author.
The amount of perceived authorial influence that some of the screenwriters
stressed that they could exercise, makes us question whether screenwriters are marginalised
and atomised from the translation process of their scripts. That is not to say that patterns of
exploitation and self-exploitation were absent in the interview material to gain authorial
leverage beyond the page. So far as this study has been able to show, being subjugated to
divisions of labour with sometimes scant opportunities to exercise authorial leverage and that
screenwriters can become significant contributors beyond the confines of the page are two
sides of the profession that need to be stressed, but neither should be emphasised more than
the other in a Swedish context.

Since no previous research has been conducted of the working conditions of Swedish
screenwriters, expect a bachelor thesis with a general focus, this study marks the first effort to
establish a foundation for further research in this national context. Although Conor has
conducted a similar study of the professional lives of British screenwriters, she focused on the
self-perceptions of being subjugated, marginalised and atomised and the attempts to develop
strategies of coming to terms with their contingent work conditions. In the present study,
subchapter 3.1. dealt with these issues and showed that similar strategies of managing a career
were apparent in a Swedish context as well. However, the present study was able to extend
Conor’s insights with more detailed accounts of contractual negotiations between
screenwriters and employers as well as strategies of retaining copyright for the sake of
increased authorial leverage. Likewise, the prevalence of a “twin vision” at SVT and a
production culture granting an increased authorial status to screenwriters was a focal point for
Redvall concerning the development of series at DR. In contrast to Redvall, the present study
illuminated in more detail various micro-strategies of gaining increased authorial leverage
over television content, which entails a reconfiguration of traditional screenwriter discourses.
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In as much as this study aims to contribute to the research fields of production studies and
screenwriting research concerning our understanding of the profession, it is also a call for
future research in a Swedish context. During the interviews with the four female screenwriters
selected for the present study, questions concerning issues of gender inequalities and tokenism
were asked, which rendered interesting results that could provide the foundation for further
research concerning the conditions of said group. Therefore, future research should include
aspects of equality such as gender, but also ethnicity etc., by applying a wider scope.
Moreover, the reliance on experienced and integrated screenwriters for the present study
overlooked the experiences of younger and up-and-coming screenwriters who might reason
and reflect about their careers. It would be interesting for future research to consider these
aspects to further encompass the complexities of the profession in Sweden.
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